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Chapter 2301: The past of the 6 races 

  

The top floor of the tallest building in Siping City. 

 

Twelve horns with long beaks like Varadok were standing in a row. Seeing Varadok controlling the 

sacred dragon to fly back, they knelt on one knee and greeted Varadok’s return. 

 

Unlike the demons, the Halata people are very united. They are also different from the orcs. They only 

know that they are bloodthirsty. This is a race that knows how to think. 

 

Varadok jumped off the dragon body, walked up to them and said with a serious expression: “Be flat, it 

looks like we are going to have a big problem.” 

 

The twelve people stood up looking at each other, one of them couldn’t help asking: “What’s the 

matter?” 

 

Varadok reluctantly sat on the chair and said: “Humans have defeated the Demon Race, Orc Race, 

Flower Demon and Fire Demon Race. Now their patriarch flew to us to investigate the situation. It seems 

that they want to kill us. Everyone, Bong, is there any good way for you to do this.” 

 

Bunge was the person who had just been questioned. He was a member of the Harata elders. He was 

young but very resourceful. He walked up to Varadok and said, “Patriarch, our tribe has less than 10,000 

people. It’s not appropriate to fight hard with humans.” 

 



Varadok covered his forehead and said: “I scared Lu Yang away, but if he will continue to find ways to 

investigate our situation, if he is let them know that we only have these people, he will definitely attack 

us.” 

 

Bunge smiled and said: “We should unite with the other five races. Although we have fought many 

battles, we must unite at this time. Otherwise, if we are annihilated, they will also be annihilated.” 

 

If Lu Yang were here, he would be surprised. It turned out that these alien races did not attack the East 

China Sea, not because they didn’t want to fight, but because there was a civil war between them. 

 

“I knew this would happen, so I should first investigate it carefully.” Varadok shook his head, sighing 

with emotion for his previous care. 

 

From the expansion of the distorted time and space and the first invasion by the Legion of the Other 

World, the Harata where Varadok is located and the forest elves where Sara is located were the first to 

come to this world, but they did not come near the East China Sea. 

 

Because the **** kings of another world are not directly responsible for this matter, chasing and killing 

the dying old gods does not require the new **** kings to take action. As long as the middle and lower 

gods are sent, it is enough to kill the dying old gods. Take away their origins. 

 

There are many lower gods in the hands of the **** kings of various families, and every lower **** 

wants to do meritorious service in this matter. Therefore, a large number of lower gods each find a way 

to transmit their gods to the human world. 

 

The race of gods transmitted to the vicinity of the East China Sea is different from the lower gods they 

believe in. These six races are the actions of several other lower gods. 

 

After coming to Baishan City, they found that there were no living people here, all of them were dead. 

After exploring the surrounding area for 600 kilometers, they were still all dead. Then, when they 

explored further south, they found Sigma and knew that this area was other gods. It was a racial 

teleportation area, so they returned to the Baishan City area and began to build cities around it. 

 



Varadok, Sarah and others all have the space-time stabilizer given to them by the lower gods in their 

hands. After determining their respective locations for the city, they used the space-time stabilizer to 

stabilize the twisted space-time around them. 

 

In the past three years, Varadok, Sarah and others had each sent in more than 100,000 clansmen. In 

other words, during the heyday, there were nearly 700,000 different world legions around Baishan City. 

 

If they attack together south, China will be gone. However, they think that the humans in the distance 

are excessive and there are other **** races attacking. What they need to do is to build a stable rear 

base to prepare for more **** race transmissions. At the same time, try to weaken the power of other 

races. 

 

Three years. 

 

These six races were sometimes divided into two groups, sometimes divided into three groups, and 

escalated from ordinary wars to race survival battles. In the end, the six races killed each other with just 

over 10,000 people. 

 

Originally they had to kill each other, because every time the red moon night came, they had new troops 

to supplement, but since the last time General Fire Spirit fell through the twisted time and space into 

the Dan City volcanic crater to rest, they found the problem. 

 

The fourth-order powerhouse came to the human world, instead of attacking humans, but restoring 

their bodies. Obviously, the human world has a strong presence. They only then began to investigate 

secretly, and finally found the Shekou defensive position in the East China Sea. 

 

After that, Varadok, Sarah and others completely stopped the war and began to recuperate. On the one 

hand, they waited for the fire spirit general to destroy the East China Sea, and on the other hand, they 

waited for the arrival of more powerful men on the next red moon night. 

 

But they didn’t wait for the red moon night, they waited for Lu Yang first! 

 

Bunge said: “This is not your problem, it’s all of them. Now that Lu Yang is here, I believe they will put 

aside their previous hatred and solve the humans first. After all, humans are outsiders to us.” 



 

Varadok nodded and said, “I’m here to contact a few of them.” 

 

The five clones split from Varadok’s back, and they ran toward the edge of the building while chanting a 

spell. 

 

“Neigh~!” 

 

Five strange birds broke through the clouds and quickly flew over. When the five avatars of Varadok 

jumped from the top of the building, the five strange birds caught them and headed towards Baishan. 

City, Heishui City, Pine Forest City, Dead Man City and Xuehai City flew past. 

 

… 

 

The other side. 

 

Lu Yang had already flown back to the outside of Baishan City. He was contacting Haoqing Wanzong, 

only to find that he could not contact him. This made him feel something was wrong. 

 

It stands to reason that, for the Tier 3 beast blood warriors who drank the blood of the beast god’s son, 

it is impossible for them to be able to catch them, and it is even more unlikely that the heroic Wanzong 

will actively lose contact with Lu Yang. The only possibility is, They are in danger. 

 

Lu Yang turned on the phone and asked, “Where is the last place they appeared?” 

 

The person in the control center is Tao Yue. She said to Lu Yang: “It is 600 kilometers away from the 

northeast area of Dan City.” 

 

Lu Yang frowned. He was here in Baishan City. The last coordinates of Haoqing Wanzong were actually 

to the east of him. In other words, Haoqing Wanzong did not follow the planned route to Baishan City, 

but ran to another place. 

 



“Red Night, fly to the east.” Lu Yang ordered. 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

Hong Ye roared, flapped his wings and flew towards the east side of Baishan City. On the other side, 200 

kilometers away from Baishan City, the heroic Wanzong and the 300 beast blood warriors were panting. 

Around them, there are countless undead with golden bones all over, and in the distance, the old man is 

looking at them with a smile. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2302: The Trap of the Late Old Man 

  

“Twilight, why are you betraying, how can you be worthy of the trust of our brothers.” Wanzong 

Haoqing once again hacked a golden skeleton to death. Similarly, he was pierced by the bone spurs of 

the skeleton. 

 

Facing the accusations, the old man still smiled and said: “I still think about whether you can survive. 

These golden skeletons are all Tier 3, how long can you last, one hour or half an hour?” 

 

Pride Wanzong sneered, wiped the blood off his mouth, looked at the old man and said, “You really look 

down on us, and you don’t know the strength of the Jagged Brotherhood. ” 

 

“Wow~!” 

 

Lofty Wanzong suddenly looked up to the sky and let out a jackal-like sound, and the 200 soldiers behind 

him also uttered a jackal-like cry. 

 

Under the moonlight, the twilight old man saw in horror that the heroic Wanzong and others had grown 

hair and their faces turned into wolf-like faces, becoming a complete werewolf. 



 

“You, you, this, this?” The old man did not know the orcs at all. 

 

Lofty Wanzong sneered again, and shouted in a low voice: “Brothers, tear down these bones and grab 

the old man twilight.” 

 

“Wow~!” More than 200 people screamed in response, and rushed towards the golden skeletons in 

front of them. When the two sides fought together again, the power and speed of the heroic Wanzong 

and others increased a lot, golden The skeletons couldn’t resist it, they were shattered and the skulls fell 

to the ground. 

 

The old man twilight stared at the battle in front of him with cold eyes. He was not afraid of the defeat 

of the golden skeleton, because he still had a back hand. This time he finally used the remaining forces 

of the Scorpion Man to lure his pride into the trap, with the purpose of catching it. Some senior officials 

came to understand the real situation of the Jagged Brotherhood. 

 

Previously, he helped Nemorr general Naymor catch Xia Yuwei and the others. Originally, he thought 

Naymor would sacrifice everyone in the East China Sea and open up the twisted time and space to invite 

more powerful gods, but he never thought that Naymor’s purpose was Be a **** yourself. 

 

The late old man didn’t believe that Naymor could do it, so he found a reason to run around Tonghua 

City, which is on the north side of Dan City, near the Ji province area. There is a City of the Dead, which 

is also guarded by a Tier 4 necromantic general. His name is It’s called Soldo. 

 

Sordo had been in contact with Naymor before. Originally, Soldo hoped that Naymor would help him kill 

the other Sara, Varadok and others. When the late old man came to report, he knew the truth, so he 

trusted him very much. The late old man. 

 

Especially after Sordo sensed the death of Nimor, he wanted to know the specific situation of the East 

China Sea, but the old man Twilight lived in the East China Sea all the year round. He didn’t know the 

fighting strength of the Jagged Brotherhood, so he set this trap. 

 

It’s a pity that he didn’t expect the Iron-Blood Brotherhood to be so powerful that the heroic Wanzong 

and others could become a werewolf, and could kill the third-tier primary golden skeletons. 



 

“Boom” 

 

Lofty Wanzong smashed a golden skeleton with a knife, and looked at the lonely old man, he walked 

over and said, “Go back with me and accept the sanctions of all the brothers who died because of you in 

the East China Sea.” 

 

The old man twilight smiled and said, “Do you think I failed? No, this is just the beginning, come out, my 

children.” 

 

“boom” 

 

In the earth drama, the pride and enthusiasm felt the crisis fiercely. He stepped back to 30 meters away. 

In the next instant, at the position where he stood, a dark golden skeleton warrior with a height of 5 

meters emerged. They have six. Arms, the weapons on each arm are different, some are dark golden 

bone shields, some are dark golden bone spurs, and some have dark golden sickles and hammers, 

whether it is melee, long attack, defense, or shield breaking. . 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

Behind the 5-meter-high Dark Gold Skeleton, six similar Dark-Gold Skeleton Warriors and ten 5-meter-

high Dark Gold Skeleton Tigers walked over. 

 

“Tier 3 pinnacle?” Wanzong felt bad, he stared at the old twilight, and Azhong said to his opponent: “We 

are ready to run, we can’t beat it.” 

 

“Yeah.” The brother behind him quickly passed the news back. 

 

The old man twilight jumped on the head of a skeleton tiger and directed the skeleton tiger to the 

forefront. He looked at the heroic Wanzong with a grim face and said: “The feeling of this kind of power 

is really intoxicating. Feel their power. If you can kill If they die, I will go back with you to stand trial.” 

 



“Run~!” Wanzong roared, his arms and legs turned his head and ran away. The 200 brothers were just 

like him. 

 

Back then, Wan Zong and others were players of the Blood Wolf Legion in the game. By transforming 

into a werewolf and running on all fours, they became Lu Yang’s most elite light cavalry legion, 

advancing like a turbulent tsunami, and retreating like autumn. Fallen leaves. 

 

It may not be suitable for other people to run on all fours, but Wanzong and others feel that this is what 

they should be, and they ran out hundreds of meters in the blink of an eye. 

 

The old man Qimu didn’t expect that pride Wan Zong and others would do this, and hurriedly ordered 

Skeleton Tiger and Skeleton Warlord to chase him, scolding with a stern face: “Sure enough, Lu Yang is a 

sly and cunning human.” 

 

Who would have thought that the old man twilight no longer regards himself as a human being, and the 

dark golden skull tiger is fast, and soon he will chase after the heroic Wanzong and others. 

 

At a distance of 200 meters, the skeletal tigers opened their mouths and spit out black necromantic 

orbs. This orb was slightly larger than basketball and flew extremely fast. In the blink of an eye, they flew 

behind Haoqing Wanzong and others. . 

 

“Be careful not to be hit.” Wanzong Haoqing quickly turned and avoided the Necrosphere, watching the 

black ball of light wilt the area within 10 meters after it landed, and he was deeply afraid of it. 

 

According to his perception, the power of these **** of light is definitely the pinnacle of Tier 3, and the 

Tier 3 pinnacle spells of the Necro System are not much different from Tier 4 attack spells. Although 

they have the blood of the Son of the Beast God to recover quickly, they are absolutely Can’t hold a few 

consecutive attacks of this kind of ball. 

 

Now Wan Zong can only hope to escape from the pursuit of the late old man, but he just took the team 

and did not run out for 5 minutes, the skeleton tiger behind has chased 50 meters away, and the one in 

front On the ground, a large number of skeletons appeared. 

 



The old man’s voice came from behind, saying: “Don’t think about running away. I have laid a net of 

heaven and earth in order to catch you. Either you surrender or accept the review of necromantic spells. 

You have no third way to choose. ” 

 

Pride Wanzong evaded a black ball of light again, couldn’t help but stop the figure, turned around and 

rushed towards the old man, and cursed: “You are willing to be a traitor, but we don’t want to. In our 

hearts, for the iron-blooded brothers. Meng can give his life, unlike you, selfish poor ghost.” 

 

“You’re looking for death.” The old man Chi Mu was said to have been on his mind. With a roar, the 

Skeleton Tiger stood upright, hitting the Pride Wanzong for more than 30 meters with a palm. When he 

landed, Pride Wanzong clearly felt that his shoulder was fractured. . 

 

More than 200 brothers ran over after seeing this scene, guarding the pride of Wanzong, who stood up 

despite the pain, stared at the old man and said, “Why, I got it right? Remember your son Ling Zhi. God? 

How did he die? Did he commit suicide?” 

 

“You are all going to die.” The old man’s eyes have become blood red, even if he no longer cares about 

family affection, he can’t accept his son’s suicide because of his betrayal. 

 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2303: Jealous and twisted 

  

Before he rebelled, the old man Twilight set an example to his relatives and his subordinates. It was a 

well-skilled but upright father and elder. It was not until the day of his rebellion that he told Ling Zhitian 

that he was going to kill the Jagged Brotherhood. And Donghai more than 10 million people in exchange 

for his longevity and God’s favor. 

 

Ling Zhitian was stunned by his father’s behavior. He could not accept that his father, as a human, would 

kill more than 10 million people, just to satisfy his personal immortality. 



 

Leaving aside Donghai for the time being, there are Ling Zhitian’s brothers, friends and relatives in the 

Jagged Brotherhood. He is simply unable to achieve such unfeeling and unrighteousness, even Ling 

Zhitian himself is a man of affection and righteousness. 

 

In the face of his father’s persuasion, he was indifferent, but wanted to report him. The old man Chi Mu 

wanted to stun Ling Zhitian in a rage, but Ling Zhitian was the cultivation base of the first-order peak, 

and the two were at a stalemate, especially Ling Zhitian, who did not dare to go. In the case of hurting 

his father with heavy hands, he finally chose to die by the dark gold skeleton sword summoned by the 

twilight old man. 

 

The old man Chimu didn’t have time to suffer, so he went to Shekou to kill Xia Yuwei, while Ling Zhitian’s 

body was left in their room. 

 

Later, when the war was over, the body of Ling Zhitian was discovered when the old man Chimu was 

inspected in Donghai’s home. The heroic Wanzong only guessed that Ling Zhitian had committed 

suicide, but he didn’t know that it was actually the manslaughter of the old man Chimu. 

 

The father killed his son with his own hands. This kind of pain caused the old man to live in torment 

every day, and he could only replace it with work, and his job was to find a way to destroy Donghai and 

the entire Jagged Brotherhood. 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

Skeleton Tiger and Skeleton Warrior felt the anger of the twilight old man, and appeared in front of the 

heroic Wanzong and others like a phantom. 

 

The six arms of the Skeleton Warrior are very tricky. When they rotate in the crowd, they are like a meat 

grinder. No matter whether a heavy hammer or a short knife sweeps the heroic Wanzong and others, it 

will bring a **** mist and screams. 

 

“You can’t fight like this, boss, you can withdraw, I will stay here with my brothers.” Deputy head Liu 

Ruohuai shouted. 

 



“Death and die together.” Wanzong gritted his teeth and shot a ling arrow in his hand into the air. After 

a firework burst from a height of one thousand meters, he stared at the grinning old man not far away 

and said: ” You are dead, the boss is nearby, and you will come over immediately when you see my 

fireworks and see how you face the boss.” 

 

The old man Chimu was shocked. He really didn’t want to see Lu Yang. It wasn’t that he was afraid. He 

couldn’t help the jealousy in his heart when he saw Lu Yang. He didn’t want to expose the most ugly side 

of himself. 

 

But he thought about it carefully and felt something was wrong. If Lu Yang was nearby, then Lu Yang had 

set a trap for him. It was impossible to come out now. The only possibility was that his pride was 

deceiving him. 

 

Chi Mu sneered and said, “Okay, then I’ll just sit here and wait for your boss to come over. I really have 

to run away when he comes. The fourth and third peaks are very different. I really can’t beat him, but 

you can Did he find it?” 

 

Loving Wanzong felt a little desperate. He knew that Lu Yang was not around, but he thought that the 

late old man would be afraid, even if there was such a trace of fear, he transferred Skeleton Tiger and 

Skeleton Warlord to his side, and Lofty Wanzong could find an escape. chance. 

 

Pride Wanzong was a little unwilling. He couldn’t watch so many brothers die here with him like this. He 

pointed to the old man behind him and said, “The boss is here, right behind you.” 

 

“Ha~!” The old man was exasperated and cursed contemptuously: “What age is so bad, and you use it 

on me, don’t forget, I was your vice president before, I look back At first glance, I was stupid.” 

 

With pride and joy, he said, “I advise you to look back. It’s really behind you. The boss is already flying 

over.” 

 

Liu Ruohuai also nodded and said: “Twilight, you look back, the boss is really behind you, he is about to 

be in front of you, you still think about how to explain to him.” 

 



More than 200 heavily wounded beast blood warriors helped each other and walked behind Haoqing 

Wanzong and the others. They all looked at the old man late with a smile, as if to say that he was dead. 

 

The old man’s eyes widened uncontrollably. Now he suspects that Lu Yang is really coming. He suddenly 

turned his head back to prevent them from escaping, but he was horrified to find that the far horizon is 

really true. There was a dragon flying towards them. The red dragon body and the small body had been 

seen countless times in the East China Sea. This was Lu Yang himself. 

 

“Protect me.” The old man twilight roared and crushed a piece of black crystal in his hand. The skeleton 

tiger and the skeleton warlord quickly jumped to the old man twilight and punched him. 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

The red night in the sky let out a low roar, he had already begun to dive, and in the sky 100 meters away 

from the old man, the red night opened his huge mouth and spouted the red dragon’s breath. The 

skeleton tiger and the skeleton warrior used their bodies and Shield stood firmly in front of the old man 

Chi Mu, helping him to withstand the dragon’s breath attack, but the old man Chi Mu was surrounded 

by the skeleton warriors of the heroic Wan Zong and others, but Lu Yang controlled Hong Ye with the 

dragon’s breath. Burned to death. 

 

“Boss~!” 

 

“Boss~!” 

 

… 

 

Fan Zong, Liu Ruohuai and the others cheered excitedly. They thought they were going to die, but they 

didn’t expect Lu Yang to really come. 

 

Lu Yang jumped off the top of Hong Ye’s head and landed next to Haoqing Wanzong and the others, and 

asked, “How about brothers, are you all right?” 

 



Lofty Wanzong nodded, then shook his head, and said: “Sorry boss, I was in an ambush, and a new 

brother died in battle.” 

 

Lu Yang sighed, said: “Normally, you are facing the twilight old man, the enemy who knows us best, 

remember this lesson.” 

 

“Yeah.” Wanzong nodded with pride. 

 

Lu Yang turned around to look at the old man Twilight, staring at him tightly, and asked with a smile: 

“Master, you have thought that we will meet in this way one day.” 

 

The old man chuckled and said indifferently: “I have thought about it, not only recently. I thought about 

it nine years ago. I have been thinking about it all the time during these nine years.” 

 

Lu Yang frowned and asked, “What do you mean?” 

 

The old man’s expression changed from smiling to hideous, and he stared at Lu Yang and roared: “What 

do you mean? It means you took advantage of the young! You defeated me back then, not because you 

are better than me, but because I am old, no So many experiences are put into the game. 

 

If I was as young as you back then, I played with you as if I played with an ant. Looking at your sordid 

appearance, from an ordinary person to the present, you think you are very strong, just because we 

don’t want to be with you. Such people are generally knowledgeable. 

 

You, you thought you were worthy of me, and bought my guild. Do you know how much I hate you in 

the future? Do you hate my own aging body? 

 

Now it’s alright. Death has given me immortal energy and infinite power, as well as death’s spells, Lu 

Yang, as long as you give me time, I will let you know how ridiculous you won back then, I will Destroy 

your Jagged Brotherhood with your own hands, and kill all of you who are proud of the Jagged 

Brotherhood. 

 

  



  

  

 

Chapter 2304: Necromancer Agunan 

  

Latest website: Lu Yang was shocked by the words of Old Man Tingmu. He never thought that Tingmu, 

who had been with him for twelve years, turned out to be such an unfamiliar white-eyed wolf. 

 

Back in the game era, the Iron-Blood League competed with the Old Man’s Guild for control of the fort 

in St. Gall. From the cooperation of the year to attack other guilds, the Old Man took the lead in 

provoking a war, and even cooperated with other guilds to ambush the Iron-Blood Alliance. , Are the 

hands of the late old man. 

 

It is undeniable that Lu Yang wanted to unify the city of St. Gall by himself, but when Lu Yang had been 

struggling with what to do at the time, the late old man started to do it. 

 

Later, it was the old man who hadn’t beaten Lu Yang, but fled to other main cities, fought with other 

guilds and fell into a disadvantage, and was even so angry that he was hospitalized. 

 

Lu Yang sighed with his cooperation with the old man, and took the initiative to buy the old man’s guild, 

and let him serve as the vice president to manage the original players. 

 

After that, whether it was for equipment, gemstones, or potions and other supplies, the main force of 

the old man was always given priority. Every time the guild paid dividends, the old man would get a 

large sum of money. It can be said that in eight years, The late old man made more than one billion cash 

in the game. 

 

But he only invested 100 million yuan in the game that year. Not only did he not lose, he also made ten 

times the money. Later, when the world changed dramatically and another world came, Lu Yang also 

regarded the old man late as his family, giving him priority with dirty wine, The White Lion and other 

brothers allocated houses to protect their safety and did not let them die in the invasion of another 

world. 

 



For twelve years, for a full twelve years, Lu Yang regarded the old man Chimu as his family, but in these 

twelve years, the old man was thinking of revenge against him, revenge for the guild that he bought him 

back then. 

 

Lu Yang took a sigh of force to calm down his anger. He stared at the old man and said, “So you killed 

your son. You killed Lijiu Qingfeng and other subordinates who couldn’t raise their heads to be human?” 

 

“Shut up.” The old man Chimu’s face has become extremely hideous. Today, he can be Lu Yang’s face 

and speak out the backlog of words that have been accumulated for twelve years. He is completely 

shameless. Now Lu Yang still has his scars. Staring at Luyang, he said, “You are lucky this time. I failed to 

catch your men and set a trap for you, but you can only be lucky this time. I know everything about you, 

and you will definitely die next time.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled, six lava spears appeared on both sides. He stared at the old man and said, “Can you still 

go?” 

 

“Swish” 

 

The six lava spears were shot at the same time, and they accurately hit the skeleton tiger and the 

skeleton warrior beside the old man. There was no strong explosion, and the bodies of the skeleton tiger 

and the skeleton warrior were instantly melted into golden liquid. 

 

The old man Chimu didn’t expect Lu Yang to be so strong, and shouted: “If you don’t save me, I will die. 

Come out and help.” 

 

Lu Yang frowned and looked at the old man. Suddenly, a black light flashed behind him. A humanoid 

creature with a height of two meters, wearing a black cloak, holding a black chain in his left hand and 

holding a black long-handled sickle, walked. Came out. 

 

“What are you afraid of? Haven’t I been behind you all the time?” The visitor took off the cloak, 

revealing the pure white face inside. If it weren’t for this person with two horns on his head, no one 

would say that he is a human being. Suspecting, he smiled and greeted Lu Yang, and said, “Hello, ruler of 

the East China Sea, I am the head of the Moon worship clan of the third-order inferior **** Maris under 

the seat of the **** of death, and the fourth-order necromantic general Agunan. ” 

 



Lu Yang sneered. Agunan deliberately released his own power. Lu Yang could easily perceive that the 

opponent was also Tier 4 or the pinnacle of Tier 4, and said, “Want to use this to force me to retreat? It’s 

not that easy, right.” 

 

Agunan’s handsome face was still smiling, and he said, “You better stay still, my army will come soon. If 

you can’t kill me and be surrounded by my army of more than 10,000, you and your men will be Gotta 

die.” 

 

Lu Yang was said to be at a weak point. He really didn’t dare to do it lightly. On the one hand, he didn’t 

know how strong Agunan was. On the other hand, if he really killed Agunan, it might be Sara and 

Varado. Ke and other five races will unite to attack the East China Sea. It is impossible for him to face 

five Tier 4 masters at the same time. 

 

Lu Yang stared at Agunan and said, “It looks like you don’t want to do it. Let’s see you tomorrow.” 

 

Agunan smiled and said, “Of course it is the best. You can stop fighting without fighting. I like peaceful 

development.” 

 

Lu Yang sneered, and they left with pride. The old man couldn’t help but whispered to Agunan, “Just let 

them go? Kill Lu Yang, kill him, and the entire Jagged Brotherhood will be destroyed. ” 

 

Agunan smiled at the old man late and said, “I can kill him, but I must be hit hard. There are five enemies 

over there. Lu Yang is just a small problem, and five of them are the big problem.” 

 

Without destroying the space-time transmission channel of the other five people, the other world will 

send in soldiers with a steady stream of energy. Agunan can make Lu Yang live for a while, and he must 

not make Sara and the others strong enough to kill their race. , In that case, he has no face to see his 

tribe, let alone his god. 

 

The old man Chi Mu stared at Lu Yang’s back with a grim face, and said, “Fortunately, he is lucky. After a 

while, the distortion of time and space becomes larger and larger, and when a Tier 5 powerhouse 

transmits over, what should I do to see him?” 

 



Agunan smiled without saying a word, a black light appeared from his body, and disappeared with the 

twilight old man, and Lu Yang, who was walking away, felt the pressure behind him suddenly 

disappeared. He secretly felt lucky. Fortunately, he didn’t do anything to Agunan easily. This man’s spells 

are too weird. He said to the Blazing Demon God: “Do you know what spells he uses?” 

 

The Blazing Demon said: “A subsidiary race of a third-class lower god, I don’t know what magic uses. I 

didn’t even bother to look at such a low-level thing back then.” 

 

Lu Yang also knew that some people were asking about it, so he sighed and asked, “Do you perceive the 

location of the Demon God’s Heart Fragment?” 

 

A large part of the reason for this trip to the north was to look for the next fragment of the Demon 

God’s Heart. If it can be found, the Blazing Demon God and Lu Yang’s strength will be greatly improved. 

 

The Blazing Demon said: “I perceive a faint breath, but I’m not near here. I should continue to fly north, 

the distance is about 300 kilometers.” 

 

Lu Yang opened the map on his arm and looked at it and found that the distance was really not too far. 

He said to Wanzong who was proud of him: “Go back to Shekou to practice and improve your strength 

as soon as possible.” 

 

“Yes.” Wanzong was on fire, not only for the newcomer who had just died in the battle, but also because 

he was deceived by the late old man. He now desperately wants to improve his strength, hearing Lu 

Yang’s order, and taking his brothers with him. Quickly ran back towards Shekou. 

 

Lu Yang summoned Red Night and flew in the direction of the Blazing Demon’s perception. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2305: Elemental giant 

  



Before flying out for twenty minutes, Hong Ye suddenly let out a long roar, indicating that there was a 

problem under Lu Yang. Lu Yang turned his head to look at the ground, and was stunned. 

 

The ground was originally a city, but at this time, black stone platforms five meters wide and five 

hundred meters high were erected everywhere. Black smoke emerged from the tops of these stone 

platforms, forming a layer of protection in the air. Floor. 

 

Under the protective layer, you can clearly see countless skeletons walking on the ground, as well as 

many skeletons in the form of beasts. Obviously, this city has become a hell! 

 

The Blazing Demon said: “Don’t get close to the black smoke. It is the curse spell of the undead system, 

which will reduce the strength of the creatures that are close by about 30%. Only when these stone 

platforms are destroyed, you will not be restrained, but if you dare to move , Necromancer Agunan will 

not let you go.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Don’t worry, I’m not going to be dazzled by anger. It’s not right for Agunan to work hard 

now, but if you believe me, I will be able to make them pay soon.” 

 

The Blazing Demon believed in Lu Yang’s resourcefulness, and said with a smile: “Look for the Demon 

God’s heart first. I have a stronger perception of fragments and continue to fly northeast.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and controlled Hong Ye to continue flying forward, crossing the City of the Dead, Lu 

Yang carefully looked at the ground, he wanted to know what was going on in Ji Province, but Lu Yang 

was surprised that he went northeast. The more strange places on the ground. 

 

Lu Yang took out the map and compared it, frowning and said, “Why the terrain here has changed? 

There shouldn’t be mountains here? Why is there an extra mountain? There shouldn’t be lakes over 

there? Why are there some eruptions over there? Volcano?” 

 

In the mountains, lakes and volcanoes in the distance, Lu Yang unexpectedly saw several elemental 

giants 100 meters in height, especially wind giants, and a tornado would be set off there. 

 

The Blazing Demon God smiled happily when he saw these elemental giants, and said: “Boy, you are in 

luck. This is the elemental origin formed by the various elements of different worlds automatically 



gathered together after entering the earth. Each elemental giant There is an absolutely pure elemental 

magic core in the body. Seeing that these giants are at least Tier 4 peaks, grab them, and the strength of 

you and your subordinates will be rapidly improved because of these elemental giants.” 

 

Lu Yang let out a sigh of relief, and said, “I’ll catch the fire element in my Bandarsburg first. This thing 

should be a great tonic for Red Night.” 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

Hong Ye let out a long and happy roar. 

 

Blazing Demon God said with a smile: “This little guy is the right person following you. Let him advance. 

He must really want to kill the sacred dragon.” 

 

Since seeing the sacred dragon, Hong Ye has not been happy. The suppression of bloodlines makes the 

dragon of Hong Ye look like a native chicken. He feels very upset, especially the ridicule of the other 

party, which makes Hong Ye want to tear it. Broke him. 

 

Lu Yang stroked the scales on Hong Ye’s head, and said, “Go and kill the flame giant. Let’s start with 

him.” 

 

Hong Ye fluttered his wings and flew towards the far-away giant who was full of fire. When the two 

were 500 meters apart, Lu Yang could see the full picture of the flame giant. 

 

This is a humanoid flame giant with two feet on top of his head and a tail behind him. The flame energy 

in his body has allowed him to form an entity, a proper Tier 4 peak. 

 

The flame giant was walking aimlessly. Suddenly, he sensed Hong Ye and Lu Yang. After turning his head 

to stare at Hong Ye, two pillars of flame suddenly appeared from his scarlet golden eyes. 

 

“Come!” 

 



Lu Yang took Hong Ye into the Demon Temple, the beam of light came too fast, Hong Ye couldn’t avoid it 

at all, he could only save Hong Ye by this method. 

 

“Transformation” 

 

Lu Yang violently transformed into a hundred-meter-high flame giant in the falling mid-air. He raised his 

hands and held the flame beam hard. This temperature didn’t feel uncomfortable for him, on the 

contrary, he still made a lot of it. 

 

Fire vs. Fire is the problem. If the two have the same temperature, they can’t hurt each other. The only 

way to hurt each other is a physical attack. 

 

When the flame giant saw that Lu Yang was also in the form of a fire spirit, he thought that Lu Yang was 

looting the site, and raised his fist furiously and rushed towards Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang sneered and took the initiative to slam into the flame giant. Just as the two were about to 

collide together, a red flame scepter appeared in Lu Yang’s hand. It was a two-meter-long weapon under 

the blessing of the flame. He grew up to one hundred and fifty meters in an instant. 

 

The Flame Giant didn’t expect Lu Yang to have weapons. His head was sturdy and hit by the Red Flame 

Scepter. The huge power caused the Flame Giant to painfully cover his head. 

 

Lu Yang took this opportunity to grab the flame giant’s body with his left hand, and said a spell: 

“Bandalsburg, go!” 

 

A ray of light flickered, and the flame giant was caught inside Bandarsburg. At the same time, the sun in 

the sky quickly approached, the terrifying temperature of the fifth-order flame, and the roasted flame 

giant kept wailing. After a while, the whole body was shattered. Only a hexaprism nucleus 20 meters 

long and wide is left. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and transferred the crystal core to the Demon Temple, and said, “Eat slowly.” 

 



“Wow~!” Hong Ye let out a happy cry, as joyful as a puppy, holding the magic core of the flame giant and 

eating. 

 

Soon, the magic core was eaten by Hongye, and Hongye’s body was surrounded by flames and fell 

asleep. Lu Yang knew that this was a sign of Hongye’s advancement. 

 

Lu Yang originally thought that a flame giant wasn’t enough, but he didn’t expect the energy inside to be 

so huge, and said: “Next time we meet again, Hong Ye will definitely not spare the sacred dragon.” 

 

The Blazing Demon said with a smile: “Don’t let those two run away, has killed a flame giant, and the 

others will feel it.” 

 

Lu Yang turned his head to look at the other wind element giants and earth element giants, and said, 

“They can’t run.” 

 

The Jagged Brotherhood has always lacked high-level wind and earth mages. With the elemental magic 

cores of these two giants, he can make the wind and earth mage more than twice as powerful, and he 

rushed towards them. 

 

Ten minutes later, the wind element giant and the earth element giant were captured by Lu Yang in 

Bandarsburg. Taking advantage of the refining effort, Lu Yang frowned and said to the Blazing Demon 

God: “Weird, since there is such a baby here, Why don’t God and Agunan come to **** it.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God sneered and said: “The common problem of different world races, judging by 

my perception, there have been many battles between their races, and the number of dead people is at 

least seventy to eighty thousand per race. So, they dare not **** these things. Whoever does it first will 

be killed by several other races.” 

 

Lu Yang took a deep breath, and he also reacted. The six races should have fought a lot of big battles, 

otherwise they would have cooperated to destroy the East China Sea long ago. He smiled and said, “It 

looks like I can really have Way to kill them.” 

 

The Blazing Demon agreed. 

 



 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2306: Tier 5 Flame Lord 

  

“Om~!” 

 

There was a noise inside Bandarsburg. The bodies of the wind giants and earth giants collapsed and the 

other collapsed under the high temperature. Two huge crystal nuclei with a diameter of 20 meters also 

fell weakly on the ground, exuding blue and brown. Light. 

 

Lu Yang sneered and took the two magic cores into the Demon God Temple with his mind. The huge 

wind and earth elements contained in the two magic cores made him very satisfied. 

 

“Transformation” 

 

Lu Yang jumped into the air, and his body was enveloped in flames. He changed into the form of an 

undead bird and continued to fly toward the northeast. 

 

Hong Ye fell asleep, and Lu Yang had to fly with undead birds. If he was walking on the ground, the 

beasts everywhere would hinder time too much. 

 

The Blazing Demon God has never supported Lu Yang’s transformation into an undead bird form, 

because this thing has been seen by high-level beings in another world, and will fight Lu Yang 

desperately, but now it can only be so, he didn’t say anything. 

 

Lu Yang flew forward for 20 minutes, and he actually flew out three hundred kilometers. This was the 

case when he didn’t fly too hard, and it was obvious how powerful this phoenix fire spirit was. 

 



But even so, Lu Yang still did not fly out of the volcanic area. He looked at the dark ground below and 

the mountain range formed by the volcanic craters. He frowned and said, “What is going on here? How 

can there be so much? Where’s the volcano?” 

 

Blazing Demon God said: “Be careful, I have never seen such a situation, but I can feel that the fragment 

of the Demon God’s heart is not far in front.” 

 

“I can feel it too.” Lu Yang said while looking at a black area in the distance. The heart of the Demon God 

is connected to Lu Yang’s blood. The heart is the same in the past. 

 

Lu Yang retracted his transformation state, found a place where there were no beasts, and fell down. He 

took out the skeleton scepter and activated his invisibility. He stepped toward the black open space in 

front of him. 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

A demon wolf full of flames in the distance jumped over and looked around carefully. After finding 

nothing, he jumped away. Obviously, when Lu Yang landed just now, he let this demon wolf see it. 

 

“Tier 3 Flame Demon Wolf, this place is really special.” Lu Yang felt more and more unusual in this place, 

and he slowly approached the clearing area. 

 

Only when he got closer did Lu Yang discover that there was a big rift valley here, and the aura of the 

Demon God’s Heart Fragment appeared from under the rift valley. 

 

From the Demon Temple, he found a rope made of the tendons of the Tier 3 Buffalo King, and Lu Yang 

slowly went down from the top of the rift valley, almost 100 meters down, and the cracks were only 2 

meters wide. 

 

When it was below 100 meters, suddenly the entire space suddenly opened up, and an underground 

karst cave over 300 meters high appeared in front of Lu Yang. 

 



It is not dark below, there is magma everywhere on the ground, and fire spirits are flying everywhere in 

the air, reflecting the entire cave. 

 

At the bottom of the karst cave, a tiger’s fire spirit was transformed into a tiger. It was lying at the 

entrance of a corridor to rest. The flame spirits were continuously integrated into the skin of the tiger’s 

fire spirit, and the strength of the tiger’s fire spirit continued to grow stronger. . 

 

Lu Yang frowned and said, “Why can’t I perceive his strength? What rank is he?” 

 

Blazing Demon God said excitedly: “Of course you can’t perceive it. This **** is a Tier 5 bastard.” 

 

“Level 5?” Lu Yang’s hairs stood up, and said, “Lord Flame?” 

 

This can explain why a radius of several hundred kilometers has become a flame mountain pass. This is 

the special ability of the flame lord-summon volcanoes! 

 

Once the Flame Lord appeared, he would first activate his own power to spur the underground magma 

to erupt. Only this high temperature would make him feel comfortable. This was not what they did 

deliberately, but an instinctive reaction. 

 

The Blazing Demon God said angrily: “Don’t care what level he is. The main problem is that he is 

automatically changed by my Demon God’s heart. Damn bastard, he has formed an independent 

consciousness and wants to follow me completely. Get out of the relationship.” 

 

The body of the God King, even if it dies, will give birth to a new life. The Blazing Demon God is the Fire 

God King. Every fragment of the body has the highest level of divinity. It has not been recycled by the 

Blazing Demon God to the body for a long time. It will produce self-awareness and become a new 

individual. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Can you still control him now? I, a Tier 4 fire spirit, can’t beat the Flame Lord.” 

 

The temperature of the Flame Lord was more than two thousand degrees higher than that of the Fire 

Spirit. Even if Lu Yang was close to the Flame Lord, he would be burned to death. 



 

The Blazing Demon gritted his teeth and said: “I can control him for a short time for a second. Taking this 

opportunity, you put him into Bandarsburg, and we will slowly find a way to refine him.” 

 

If it is a monster with a slow moving speed and a large size, like a flesh-and-blood mother, Lu Yang can 

capture it into the Blazing Demon’s Teleportation Array in Bandarsburg. Tier-level flames killed him. 

Looking at this fire spirit transformed into a tiger, it must be a very flexible unit, not easy to succeed. 

 

Another, the seventh-order flame spell can severely damage the temperature of the flame monarch. 

The devil’s heart fragments were broken by the new god, and no one knows to what extent it is now 

restored. The Blazing Demon God is also afraid that his flame will hurt the demon god. Fragments of the 

heart. 

 

“There is only one chance. It depends on the cooperation of the two of us.” Lu Yang also wanted to fight 

it once. One second is only a moment for ordinary people. For him, a Tier 4 fire spirit, it can be used for 

10 seconds. use. 

 

“Get ready, I’m about to start.” Blazing Demon raised the power of the Demon God’s Heart. 

 

“Roar~!” The Flame Tiger lying at the entrance of the cave suddenly opened its golden eyes and stared 

at a blank area in the sky where Lu Yang was invisible. 

 

Lu Yang knew that it was the fragment of the Demon God’s Heart that was connected with the fragment 

of the Demon’s Heart in Lu Yang’s body. Now he had no time to run. There was only one chance. Lu 

Yang’s body burst into flames and turned into an undead bird shape, flapping his wings. Came in front of 

the flame tiger in an instant. 

 

“The heart of the demon **** stopped moving.” The Blazing Demon God roared, the heart of the 

demon **** in Lu Yang’s body instantly stopped moving, and the flame tiger in front of Lu Yang also 

stayed in place for a second. 

 

Originally, the flame tiger’s paws were about to hit Lu Yang’s head, but his sudden freeze made Lu Yang 

proudly stretch out his right fist and shouted, “Bandalsburg space.” 

 



A black ball expanded from Lu Yang’s hands, and instantly swallowed the Flame Tiger into the space of 

Bandarsburg. The next second, the Demon God’s Heart resumed activity, and the Flame Tiger looked at 

the unfamiliar space around him, dumbfounded! 

 

The first release of this book is from 17K Novels. The first time to read the genuine content! 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2307: Demon Flame Stone 

  

The self-consciousness generated by the fragments of the heart of the devil at this stage is still the 

instinctive consciousness of an infant. He does not know who his own body is or why he has 

consciousness. It is just that his own ability of the fragments of the heart of the devil keeps him constant 

The gathering of surrounding fire elements formed the form of a flame tiger. 

 

As for the battle with Lu Yang, it was also an instinctive reaction, but he didn’t know why he suddenly 

lost his ability to move. As for entering this strange space, the fragments of the Demon God’s Heart felt 

that he didn’t understand it. As a result, the Flame Tiger became furious. , Screamed crazy and wanted 

to find the enemy, but unfortunately, there was not a living thing in the entire Bandarsburg. 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

The flame tiger shook the ground, but unfortunately, there was no magma in the surrounding soil, and 

he could only waste his magic power in vain. 

 

Lu Yang saw that the flame tiger was under control, he was relieved. It was too dangerous for him just 

now. After all, he was fighting against a Tier 5 lord-level creature at close range, and he was not ready 

for this. 

 

The Blazing Demon God also breathed a sigh of relief and gratefully said: “Thank you very much, and 

helped me find another piece of debris.” 



 

Lu Yang rejoiced, and said, “What are we still polite to do? You have damaged a part of the Demon 

God’s heart to save me. Isn’t it right that I should help you?” 

 

Blazing Demon God also laughed. This is the first time he has made a sincere friend after countless 

years. He hasn’t used this term for hundreds of thousands of years. 

 

“Go and look inside, I feel there is still something inside.” The Blazing Demon God didn’t want his 

emotions to be discovered by Lu Yang. At any rate, he was also a **** king. He turned off the topic and 

said, “A lot of flame elves come from this hole. Squirting out.” 

 

Lu Yang also felt the unusualness of the entrance of the cave. Almost every second, fire elves spewed 

out of the cave. These elves were born from the origin of completely unconscious fire elves. When they 

passed by Lu Yang, they would enter automatically. Into Lu Yang’s body. 

 

Staying in such a place for a long time, the flames in Lu Yang’s body will be tempered to a higher 

temperature, and Lu Yang’s strength will also become stronger. If you can stay here for a year, you don’t 

need Blazing Demon God and Immortality. With Bird Fire Spirit’s help, Lu Yang felt that he could be 

promoted to the fifth rank. 

 

“I’ll go in and take a look.” Lu Yang stepped inside and walked in. 

 

The corridor was not very wide. When he walked inside, Lu Yang could only climb into the narrowest 

place. He didn’t dare to explode the cave. A little carelessness might cause the entire cave to collapse. 

 

A storm peculiar to the distorted space spread out, scraping Lu Yang’s body, causing Lu Yang to feel a 

tingling pain. He continued to crawl inside. After turning a curve, a 30-meter space appeared in front of 

him. 

 

In the center of the space, a space crack with a length of 30 meters and a width of less than 10 cm is 

constantly twisting. All the flame elves fly out of this space, and in the middle of the space, a strange 

piece is stuck. Gems. 

 



“Demon Flame Stone!” The Blazing Flame Demon God almost exclaimed, and said: “Hurry up and take 

him down, baby.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and asked, “There are not many things that can make you call a baby, what is this?” 

 

The Blazing Demon God hehehe said, “It is a treasure for you. You can make the demon flame stone into 

a necklace. When fighting with the enemy, the demon flame stone is charged by the spell and will add a 

demon to every spell you have. Inflammatory effect. 

 

The role of this kind of demon flame is to disturb the target’s mind, but the effect is very low once or 

twice. If it can trap the target for a long time, the target will fall into the illusion when attacking with 

spells with demon flame continuously. Inextricable. ” 

 

Lu Yang frowned and said, “This thing is useless. I fight the enemy, and the winner is determined within 

a few minutes. Either I burn him to death with flames, or I run away if I can’t beat them. How did the fire 

system fight for a long time.” 

 

“Stupid.” Blazing Demon God shook his head and cursed: “What should I do if you encounter an 

environment that can’t escape? Do you have to run every time you encounter an enemy who restrains 

you?” 

 

Lu Yang was right after thinking about it. He had always been afraid of encountering high-level 

opponents of the water and ice systems. Once he met, he couldn’t turn around and run. What if there is 

a brother behind him? 

 

“Flame Clone” 

 

Lu Yang’s body burst into flames, and he transformed into a clone that was exactly like him. He 

controlled the clone to walk quickly to a position that distorted time and space. He pulled his hands hard 

but didn’t pull it. After adjusting for many times, he succeeded in controlling the demon. The flame 

stone was pulled out. 

 



“The texture of this stone is very special.” Lu Yang controlled the clone and walked back to him. At this 

time, the clone was already broken. Lu Yang recovered his energy and the clone collapsed. He held the 

stone and said with a frown, “Twisting time and space are on it. No trace was left.” 

 

Blazing Demon God said: “This stone can’t be carried normally, but it just happened to be stuck in the 

most stable place in the twisted time and space. I suspect that more than one demon flame stone flew 

over, but the others were crushed by the twisted time and space. ” 

 

Lu Yang asked, “Can you perceive what is on the other side of the distorted time and space? How can 

something like this happen again?” 

 

The Blazing Demon God said: “It’s normal. You will encounter more and more in the future. After the 

two planets are connected through the twisted time and space, new twisted time and space will 

continue to appear from other places. Perhaps this twisted time and space is connected to the demon 

flame. On the veins of ore.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “If this is the case, I really can’t leave here.” 

 

Blazing Demon God said: “An Xin stay here to increase your strength. This place is more suitable for your 

cultivation than any place.” 

 

“Yeah. Lu Yang nodded, sitting cross-legged, absorbing the elements of fire flying out of the warped time 

and space while studying how to fight the flame tiger. 

 

In the middle of the night, as the Blazing Demon God said, another demon flame stone flew over from 

the twisted time and space, and the direction was exactly on the edge of the twisted time and space. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t dare to let the demon flame stone hit the edge of the twisted time and space, but he 

couldn’t make it through, and in a hurry, he shot a fireball into the twisted time and space. 

 

The small fireball accurately passed through the twisted time and space and hit the edge of the demon 

flame stone, changed his direction, and smoothly flew out from the largest mouth position in the 

middle, and fell into Lu Yang’s hands. 

 



Blazing Demon God said excitedly: “It’s great, the more these things, the better.” 

 

Lu Yang was also a little excited. Originally, this thing could only be made as a pendant. If there were 

more, it could be made into a necklace. At that time, when the flame was released, the additional power 

of the demon flame would be even greater. 

 

Unfortunately, until the next morning, the third demon flame stone did not appear. Lu Yang was not in a 

hurry, and transformed into a clone. The body was controlled by the Blazing Demon God, and he 

controlled the clone to become a phoenix. He flew towards the place agreed with Sarah and Varadok, he 

wanted to see what the strength of these six races was. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2308: 7 race negotiation 

  

In the early morning, on the top of the mountain in Baishan City, the Elf Matriarch Sara was going to the 

agreed place to gather. For this meeting, Sara dressed up and dressed not only in the purple robe 

representing the patriarch, but also holding the black crystal that symbolized the identity of the 

patriarch. Stone scepter. 

 

Behind Sarah, there are two male elves standing side by side, holding the banner of the elves more than 

three meters high, and a white meniscus is painted on the blue flag. 

 

Twenty Tier 3 elven warriors, wearing exquisite hollow silver armor, divided into two rows and followed 

the flag. One of the male elves left the queue and walked to Sarah, kneeling down and respectfully 

saying: “Sala favored by the Moon God Your patriarch, the queue is ready, please give instructions.” 

 

“Go.” Sarah let out a arrogant cry, and walked towards the outside of the city. When he arrived at the 

place agreed with Lu Yang, she found that Lu Yang had already arrived and was waiting for her under the 

tree. 

 



Sara’s expression quickly became soft, and she smiled and came to Lu Yang, leaning slightly and said, 

“The leader of the human race in the East China Sea, Sarah, the head of the Elf tribe, greets you.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled, glanced at the queue behind Sarah, and said, “As for it’s so grand? Let’s just chat.” 

 

Sara was a little surprised, and said, “Today is an important meeting for our seven major race 

negotiations. How can it not be grand?” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “I’m worried, I don’t want to fight with you. If your six races don’t have the idea 

of attacking humans, but just want to find a habitat, we humans are willing to live here with you. ” 

 

Sara frowned and asked a little excitedly: “Didn’t we agree to attack other races together? Why are you 

going to regret it?” 

 

Lu Yang is not stupid. Since the Blazing Demon God has said that, in the area around Baishan City, he has 

felt the aura of hundreds of thousands of people killed in battle, which proves that these six races will 

continue to fight, why should he come to blend in? Woolen cloth. 

 

If he helped Sara kill a few races and wait until the next Red Moon Night arrives, and Sara has tens of 

thousands of reinforcements, how could Lu Yang fight Sara? 

 

It’s better to let several of their races continue to fight like this, and when the next red moon night is 

over, when these six races have suffered heavy casualties, he will attack again. 

 

“But, can…” Sara wanted to persuade, but suddenly there was a trumpet in the distance. 

 

“Om~~~~!” 

 

“Om~~~~!” 

 

“Om~~~~!” 

 



The sound of the horns was extremely dull, as if two oversized flies were shaking their wings. Lu Yang 

looked in the direction of the sound. Not long after, the Harata tribe with beaks and horns walked out of 

the mist. 

 

Like Sara, the leader Varadok also brought two flag-bearers. There were also 20 Tier 3 fighters behind 

him. They came to Lu Yang. Varadok looked at Lu Yang arrogantly and said, “Your Where are the 

subordinates?” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “I’m here alone. Don’t hate me so much. I’m not here to fight with you. I’ll talk 

with you when everyone is gone.” 

 

Varadok frowned, glanced at Sara, and found Sara shook his head. He looked at Lu Yang and said, “Okay, 

I’ll wait for you by the side to see what you have to say.” 

 

Varadok walked aside, found a place under the tree, waved, a golden light appeared in front of him, 

turned into a golden seat and table, Varadok sat down and closed his eyes in thought, bringing 22 of the 

soldiers stood behind him, looking around vigilantly. 

 

Sara walked to a place 5 meters away from Varadok and waved her hand. Two vines drilled out of the 

soil. One became a chair and the other became a table. She sat down and said to Lu Yang: ” Boss Lu 

Yang, find a place to sit down and let’s wait for the others together.” 

 

Lu Yang looked around, found a stone and sat beside Sarah. Varadok and Sara rolled their eyes when 

they looked at them, and they felt that Lu Yang was too hillbilly! 

 

Lu Yang didn’t care. He sat quietly and waited. His body was a clone made of fire, and energy 

disappeared every moment. The smaller the movement, the slower the energy consumption. 

 

“Boom~!” 

 

“Boom~!” 

 



There was a sudden vibration on the ground. Sara and Varadok stood up and looked to the northeast at 

the same time. In the mist, a group of tall black shadows approached. When they broke through the 

mist and walked closer, they turned out to be more than 3 meters tall. One-horned giant. 

 

Sara and other giants approached, smiled and took the initiative to introduce: “Aiyaris, the chief of the 

ogre clan, regardless of his size, he is a very smart magician.” 

 

Aiyaris’s huge body squatted down, and various black and white symbols were painted on his hideous 

face. He stared at Lu Yang and said, “I’ve seen your games, and they call us ogres. The name is very 

similar to the way our race does things.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “I bet you can’t eat me.” 

 

“Perhaps.” Aiyaris laughed and walked to the area next to Varadok. The two sides glowed with brown 

light, and the soil on the ground turned into stone tables and chairs in a blink of an eye. He sat down and 

said, “Look. It looks like our three clans have all arrived, and the rest are the three clans. As expected, 

the **** are the latest to come.” 

 

“Are you talking about us?” A black strange bird suddenly flew to the middle of the field, looked at 

Aiyaris and the others and said, “It’s still so stupid. I really don’t understand why Sarah said you are 

smart.” 

 

“Die to me.” Aiyaris was furious, and scratched in the air with his right hand, and the black strange bird 

instantly turned into a rain of blood, which fell on the ground. 

 

“Papa Papa” 

 

There was applause in the mist not far away, and the fair-skinned Agunan brought a three-meter-high 

stone man and a group of humanoid creatures with dark green skin and two fangs growing in their 

mouths. 

 

Sara said to Lu Yang indifferently: “Undead general Agunan, is good at shadow stealth in necromancy 

spells. Stone men are a race of ancient giants. The patriarch who came here is called Begure, who is 

good at soil. Department mage, the last one is Brute, the chief of the troll clan.” 



 

The three men owed Lu Yang symbolically, and then each released a spell to change the seat and sat 

opposite Sara, Varadok, and Aiyaris. 

 

Lu Yang could see that the ogres and rock giants were deadly enemies, the elves and trolls were deadly 

enemies, and the Halata and undead tribes with beaks and horns were deadly enemies. 

 

The atmosphere in the arena suddenly became tense. Sarah glanced over Agunan and others with a cold 

look, and said in a solemn voice: “Today is the day when our six races will hold talks with humans. I hope 

you will not provoke trouble.” 

 

Agunan smiled and looked at Lu Yang and said, “As long as President Lu Yang is not an enemy of us, the 

six of us will not bother you. Of course, if President Lu Yang wants to eliminate the six of us, I believe 

The six of us won’t spare you.” 

 

“Boom” 

 

The rock giant stood up, staring at Lu Yang condescendingly and said: “Dare to move, the six of us will 

destroy you humans together.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Don’t worry, I’m not here to fight, I’m here to make peace. How about my 

conditions?” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2309: Make peace! 

  

The patriarchs of Sara, Agunan, and Aiyaris all thought that Lu Yang came to find a way to kill their six 

tribes this time. No matter what Lu Yang wanted to tell them, he didn’t trust them, especially Agunan. 

The old man Chimu even thought that Lu Yang would split the six of them, and then wiped them out one 

by one. 



 

The purpose of Agunan’s visit this time was to disrupt the peace talks and to encourage the other five 

races to join him in attacking humans. He smiled at Lu Yang and said, “We don’t believe you are here to 

make peace. You will only tell us on your face. Make peace, secretly unite with a few races, and after 

you have eliminated the others, you kill the rest. Am I right?” 

 

Brute is a brutal troll clan. He didn’t want to come to this meeting. When he heard Agunan’s words, his 

eyes were red. He stared at Lu Yang furiously and said, “Don’t think of tricks, believe it or not, I will kill 

you now. ” 

 

Lu Yang smiled, staring at Brute and said: “Whoever dares to kill me, my tribe will unite with other races 

to avenge me. The Jagged Brotherhood was founded by me, and now there are 30,000 people who can 

fight. Just rely on you, who can beat me alone.” 

 

Brute walked in front of Lu Yang and arrogantly pointed to Lu Yang and said, “What about the number of 

people of your race? I really killed you. They will no longer have asylum. They are just a mob.” 

 

Lu Yang sneered, staring at Brute and said: “You are right, I am dead, and the human race is also ruined. 

So, since everything is dead, why don’t they avenge me and kill the race? Are you ready to die?” 

 

Brute was speechless. He really didn’t dare to do it. If it was as Lu Yang said, his race would be madly 

attacked by the human race. Even if Agunan and Begure helped to win, he could follow Their hostile 

Sara, Aiyaris and Varadok will certainly not miss this opportunity to attack and kill their three races from 

behind. 

 

Now their subordinates only have more than 10,000, and they have to guard the stabilizer in the twisted 

time and space. If the stabilizer is destroyed, their people will no longer be able to step into this 

territory, then they are sinners of race and god, Brute Don’t dare to do that. 

 

Lu Yang saw the guilty conscience in Brute’s hideous face, and the first officer pushed him aside and 

cursed: “If you have a bad mouth, stay away from others. If you don’t dare to do it, just return to your 

seat and sit down and stand up ashamed. What are you doing now? Let me know how stupid your trolls 

are?” 

 



“I killed you.” Brute was furious, but he didn’t dare to do it. Fortunately, Agunan and Begure next to him 

knew what he was thinking and put him back together. 

 

Sarah, Varadok and others sneered when they saw Agunan’s loss. Begure was a little annoyed, staring at 

Lu Yang and said, “Explain what you’re here for.” 

 

“Isn’t it okay?” Lu Yang glanced over the six patriarchs in the arena, and said: “I know that the six of you 

are not in harmony. Since you want to live on this land and you want to kill each other, then you Killing 

you, anyway, you can’t have a new race. 

 

Our country can accept new races and is unwilling to fight with you. If you are willing to sign a peace 

agreement with me, the Jagged Brotherhood will never enter places within 300 kilometers of your city. 

How about? ” 

 

Five hundred kilometers, even if it is a red night, it will take three hours to fly, and if it is a ground force, 

it will take two days to run. 

 

Agunan, Sarah and others believed that Lu Yang was really here to make peace. The six of them all 

looked at Lu Yang in a daze. At this time, a man behind Sarah whispered a few words in Sara’s ear, this 

Lu Yang looked at this person in surprise. 

 

This person is also an elf, and his appearance is nothing special, but Lu Yang’s perception tells him that 

this person is something special. The male elf felt Lu Yang’s gaze. He just raised his head and glanced at 

Lu Yang, and quickly returned to the queue. Behind the flag. 

 

Sara looked at Lu Yang and said with a smile: “Chairman Lu Yang, our elves are willing to sign this 

agreement, and we will not violate each other in the future.” 

 

Varadok looked at Sara in surprise, and after thinking about it, he said to Lu Yang: “Well, we also signed 

this agreement. For a distance of 500 kilometers, you can’t do anything to us.” 

 

Aiyaris said: “I also signed an agreement.” 

 



The three of Agunan looked at each other and said together, “We are also willing to sign an agreement.” 

 

The people of the six races reacted to one thing, that is, Lu Yang didn’t know that they had a twisted 

space-time stabilizer. In other words, they didn’t know that the next time they were teleporting, the 

number of people from each of their races was not 30,000 or 40,000. , But more than one hundred 

thousand. 

 

Once the teleportation is successful, the number of them on this land will far exceed that of the East 

China Sea. Even if each race has only 10,000 people, they can annihilate the Jagged Brotherhood. 

Therefore, they are willing to sign this agreement. 

 

At the moment, the six patriarchs and Lu Yang wrote seven agreements in elemental wizard text. After 

that, Lu Yang smiled and hugged them and said: “I hope the six patriarchs will keep their promises. From 

now on, we will live in peace and never again. There will be no war.” 

 

Agunan smiled at Lu Yang and said, “Isn’t there a war with me?” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “I have no personal hatred with you. Our hatred comes from the old man. He 

will not be useful to you for long. I believe that in the near future, you will be willing to send him to me 

as our permanent A sign of peace.” 

 

Agunan was still smiling, but he was a little surprised. He really didn’t need Old Man Tingmu much. 

When Old Man Tingmu taught him all the things of humanity, Old Man Tingmu lost his value, and if he 

could really exchange it for the Jagged Brotherhood. It’s a good thing to give you care or support. 

 

“I’ll talk about future things in the future.” Agunan smiled, leaned slightly to greet him, turned and left 

with his race. 

 

Brute snorted, turned and left, followed by Begure, and in the end only the three patriarchs Sarah, 

Varadok and Aiyaris were left. 

 

Sarah smiled and came to Lu Yang and said, “Patriarch Lu Yang, since you are willing to live in peace with 

us, how about a visit to our race?” 

 



Lu Yang smiled and said, “Of course, I want to see what your Baishan City is like.” 

 

“We’re gone.” Neither Varadok nor Aiyaris wanted to have a deep friendship with Lu Yang, and left with 

their clansmen. 

 

Sarah looked surprised at the backs of the two of them, and said to Lu Yang: “Don’t mind, they are both 

very good people, but they don’t know much about you.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “It’s okay. Although we can’t cooperate, we can still communicate in other 

aspects.” 

 

Sara was a little surprised and asked, “What kind of communication do you want to do?” 

 

“Speaking while walking.” Lu Yang made a please gesture, and while leading Sara to Baishan City, he 

said: “For example, we have many things in life that you haven’t seen before, and you also have things 

we need. We make the list slowly, and some transactions should be made.” 

 

Sara also wanted to learn more about human conditions, but she didn’t want to deal with humans 

sincerely. It’s against the will of the Moon God. She smiled and said, “Okay, we are longing for many 

things about humans. We can talk slowly.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and continued to chat with Sara, and in the mist not far in front, the phantom of 

Baishan City could already be seen. 

 

Chapter 2310: Baishan City 

  

Lu Yang himself did not want to cooperate with races in another world, but he needed to know the 

layout of each race in the city. This time he would never see what he wanted to see. Sara would not 

allow it. Other races do not want to follow He touched. 

 

The only thing that can be done is to open the trade barriers through Sara. According to the rules that 

were transmitted by different world races in the past, the team that was transmitted first would not 



carry too much food. Lu Yang wanted to see the living conditions of the residents in Sarah. Let’s take a 

look at how many people there are in their respective cities. 

 

The two men walked with their own minds while testing each other. Lu Yang had to admit that hypocrisy 

is also an art. Sarah did not say a word of truth, and Lu Yang would not disclose the details of his own 

guild. 

 

Especially Lu Yang was walking in the mist, he had no idea where the surrounding magic mist trees were 

hidden, and Lu Yang felt that Sara was detouring deliberately, not walking in a straight line. 

 

After walking like this for more than an hour, finally, the fog in front of him cleared, and a beautiful city 

built on the hill appeared in front of Lu Yang. 

 

The walls of this city are 50 meters high. The walls are made of light brown rocks on the mountain. Each 

rock is a huge stone 10 meters long and 1 meter high, so it looks very beautiful from the outside. 

 

Every 5 meters on the city wall stood a elven warrior. Every 10 meters there would be a war flag of the 

elves. Every 20 meters there was a 30-meter high light tower. Obviously, it was definitely not for 

lighting. It can release spells. 

 

“Woo~~~~!” 

 

“Woo~~~~!” 

 

“Woo~~~~!” 

 

The elven warrior above the city gate raised the short horn in his hand and blew. The 30-meter-high city 

gate opened. Two rows of second-tier elven warriors in silver armors held their three-meter-high battle 

flags from the city gate. They walked out neatly, and when they reached both sides of the city gate, they 

lined up left and right teams, forming a guard of honor. 

 



Sara was very satisfied with the performance of her subordinates. She looked at Lu Yang with a smile, 

and leaned slightly and said, “Welcome to Baishan City, the chairman of the Jagged Brotherhood and the 

leader of the East China Sea, Mr. Lu Yang.” 

 

“Baishan City?!” Lu Yang smiled and stepped into the city. You know, not far from this city is the 

destroyed city—Baishan City! 

 

Sarah heard the ridicule in Lu Yang’s words and explained: “We have not killed one of the people in 

Baishan City, and this city has not been infected with any human blood. Our elves are for your human 

race. Clean.” 

 

Since the energy invasion of another world, various creatures in the human world have mutated. There 

are countless rats and bugs in the sewers of every city. They are the first batch of mutated creatures. 

 

A large part of Baishan City was killed by various rats and insects, and the remaining small part was killed 

by various beasts that mutated in the next few months. 

 

Lu Yang believed that Sarah was telling the truth, but this did not mean that Sarah and the others were 

friendly to the human race. He walked into the city gate and looked at the layout of the city. 

 

The whole city is still being built. Unlike the city that Lu Yang thought is full of old trees, there are not 

many old trees in this city. They are scattered around the city wall, and there are only a few dozen trees 

in the city. 

 

Directly across from the gate, there are three large martial arts grounds. Warriors of the elves are 

training archery and close combat. It can be seen that the archery skills of the elves are very powerful. 

The second arrow can hit the previous arrow. Arrow tail. 

 

Sara said slightly proudly: “This is my archer corps, they are second-tier archers.” 

 

Lu Yang asked with a smile: “The bows and arrows they used in the war weren’t of such a simple 

material, right.” 

 



“Of course.” Sara took Lu Yang to the front of the barracks, and drew an arrow made of purple metal 

from the quiver of an elf soldier, and said: “It’s made of Saboron iron, with the tip of the arrow. It is built 

as one piece with the arrow body, which is thin and has a long range, and it can also be used with 

natural spells.” 

 

Lu Yang took the arrow and took a closer look. It turned out to be very thin and sharp, and said, “This 

arrow can pierce ordinary Tier 2 armor.” 

 

Sarah nodded proudly and said: “Even Tier 3 fighters will be pierced by this kind of arrow if they don’t 

wear armor. Therefore, our Baishan City has never been captured.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “Sure enough.” 

 

Sara pointed to dozens of rows of houses behind the training ground and said: “These are the houses of 

our people. They are used to living here and have begun to live a normal life in the human world.” 

 

Men and women elves without combat missions came out of these houses from time to time, but Lu 

Yang took a closer look and found a problem with the elves. He smiled and asked, “Are you lacking daily 

supplies?” 

 

The female elf’s clothes are very simple, and there is no other clothes except the battle robe. This is not 

like a normal life state. 

 

Sarah sighed and said, “It is true. We have been fighting with several other races for three years. Only a 

small amount of soldiers and supplies can be sent every time on the red moon night. In order to fight 

against other enemies, we can only give priority. Choose combat supplies.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and asked, “How many people died between you?” 

 

Sara said: “Our people died, one thousand one hundred and twenty-one.” 

 

The actual number of deaths was 110,000, and Sarah did not tell the truth to Lu Yang. 

 



Lu Yang did not delve into it. The Blazing Demon God told him that when he flew over this area, he 

sensed the deaths of hundreds of thousands of people. In other words, each race of Sara and the others 

has the ability to transmit tens of thousands of people at once. , As the number of red moon nights 

increases, the fissures that distort time and space become larger, and the number of people they 

transmit at one time will become more. 

 

“How many people do you have now?” Lu Yang asked casually, pretending to be casual. 

 

Sarah smiled and said: “You have seen it too, there are only these people, a little more than ten 

thousand in total.” 

 

This is the number of people Sara told Lu Yang in the last meeting. Lu Yang then asked: “Are other races 

the same as yours? Or is there a race that has more people?” 

 

Sarah said with a sad look: “Basically this number of people, so they will be so irritable and fearful when 

they see you. We only have so many people now, and the number of people who will be supplemented 

by Red Moon Night next time will be only a few thousand. I can’t beat you at all.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled. Now some people know Sarah’s true purpose for bringing him into the city. They want 

him to misunderstand that the Elves and the other five races are very small, and there is no time to fight 

against each other, and there is no time for humans. Create a threat. 

 

Since it is such an inducement, it proves that Sara and the other five races have the intention to attack 

humanity together, and all the appearances made today are for him to show. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “That’s what I want to see most. I will not attack you. I hope you can become 

the victor in the final war. Associating with a beautiful race like you is also what our human race wants 

to see. of.” 

 

“Thank you for your compliment.” Sarah pretended to be happily smiling, and said to Lu Yang: “Let’s 

take a rest at the palace you’ve been to, and taste the delicacy of our elves.” 

 



Lu Yang made a gesture of please and followed Sara to the mountainside of Baishan City. There was a 

bluestone palace with red carpet on the ground. There were no windows around the palace, but there 

were luminous crystals illuminating the palace. Of transparency. 

 

Sara led Lu Yang to the banquet hall on the second floor. The chef had already prepared the meal. Lu 

Yang sat on the long table and brought the cooked black bear and tiger meat. 

 

Lu Yang frowned when he looked at it and asked, “Should I just eat like this?” 

 

Sarah nodded and said, “Yes.” 

 

Lu Yang was happy. This dish was made by the elves without salt. It smelled nothing but fishy and sour 

taste. It was not what should be done. He looked at Sara and said, “Forgive my impoliteness, next time I 

trade. At the time, I will ask people to send us the seasonings of our world, as well as the practices of all 

kinds of ingredients in our world.” 

 

Sarah was a little embarrassed, but she adjusted her state quickly and said to Lu Yang with a smile, “I 

hope that day will come sooner.” 

 

Lu Yang felt that the flame power in his body was getting weaker and weaker. After half a month’s time 

and place for the transaction with Sara, he left Baishan City with the gift of the guard of honor. 

 

In the mist, Lu Yang disbanded his clone, his consciousness returned to his body, and he looked around 

and found two more demon flame stones on the ground. He smiled and said to the Blazing Demon God: 

“The harvest is not small.” 

 

The Blazing Demon asked: “How about the six races?” 

 

Lu Yang told the story again and asked, “Will their six races unite?” 

 

The Blazing Demon God nodded and said: “It’s very easy. As long as the **** behind them says a 

temporary alliance, they will abandon their previous hatred and cooperate together.” 

 



“My companion’s life is not before God’s word.” Lu Yang shook his head with a smile, and said, “It seems 

that I have to think of a way to make them have a few internal disturbances.” 

 

The Blazing Demon asked: “What can you do? Could it be that the six of them will squander the orders 

of the gods and fight for no reason?” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Since you said that hundreds of thousands of people died among their six 

races, they must have a Twisted Space-Time Stabilizer to transmit so many people. I want to send the 

Void Warrior Legion to destroy it. These stabilizers, do you think they will fight.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God smiled and said: “It will certainly be, but how can you find out about their 

situation?” 

 

If they don’t understand their situation, Xia Yuwei and the others may have no return, even if they are 

Void Warriors, it is impossible to stay in the void forever, and no one knows whether these races have a 

way to detect Void Warriors. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “I have been prepared long ago, relying on trade. These six races lack the 

necessary materials. I will sell them. Can they still not buy them?” 

 

The six races absolutely dare not trade at the border. Once they are attacked by other races and looted 

supplies, they neither dare to start a war nor confront the enemy who stole their things. They can only 

swallow the bitter fruit. Therefore, they will definitely demand Lu Yang. Take the team to **** supplies 

to their city. 

 

Especially the elves, the Harata and the ogre races of the beak horns, they must eat! 

 

Chapter 2311: Fierce battle against the flame lord 

  

Lu Yang took out the phone to call Zhuojiu, Baishi, Xia Yuwei and other commanders, telling the story of 

what he had seen in the elves, and said: “For the first trade in half a month, only ordinary people will be 

used to go. , Don’t rush to inquire about the news, and then let Xue Renyi go over to inquire about the 

intelligence as a smuggler.” 

 



During the battle with General Huo Ling, Lu Yang blasted the dam and caused the flood to engulf the fire 

demon army. Most of the more than 10,000 fire demon died in the battle. Although a few survived, they 

were also swept away by the flood. 

 

The high-level Wang Shijie of the temple who betrayed humanity was also washed away by the flood, 

and the Fire Crow Legion of the Jagged Brotherhood had not been traced for so many days. The only 

person found was Xue Renyi. 

 

At that time, Xue Renyi wanted to stop Wang Shijie, but the flood was surging. He couldn’t take care of 

it. After floating in the flood for a long time, he was found by the Fire Crow Corps. After he was rescued 

back to Shekou, Xue Renyi did not ask Lu Yang to restore his reputation. He chose to remain anonymous 

and waited for the opportunity. 

 

The task of spying on intelligence this time can only be done by someone like Xue Renyi who is agile, 

good at socializing, and has a deep understanding of foreign races. It is not suitable for someone else. 

 

“Yes.” Zhuojiu also felt that this arrangement was appropriate, and he continued: “Boss, the 

teleportation formation on Riyue Mountain has fluctuated recently. Mons and Zarha told me that the 

next batch of demons is coming, and I am going to take it with me. People go there.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Go, all the manpower you need will be deployed to you. By the way, train new 

recruits. Don’t always let them kill low-level monsters and greenskins outside.” 

 

The red skins and green skins are the Sigma and the Gran tribe. I don’t know what’s going on. Perhaps 

the reproduction ability of these two races is too strong. The Iron-Blood Brotherhood has been killed to 

this day, even if the forest outside Shekou was set on fire. , But it didn’t take long. At the same time the 

forest grew, these things appeared. 

 

Recently, after recruits joined, Tier 2 masters have taken them out to hunt Sigma. Killing this kind of 

thing can cultivate the courage and fighting skills of recruits. Now taking them to kill Tier 2 demons in 

Riyue Mountain can be faster Exercise them. 

 

Zhuojiu also had this thought, and said, “Good boss, leave it to me.” 

 



Lu Yang hung up the phone and said to the Blazing Demon God, “How about let’s go and study the flame 

tiger?” 

 

“Okay.” The Blazing Demon God used a Tier 3 Buffalo King’s tendons to make four demon flame stones 

into a bracelet, and said: “I’ll try to subdue him.” 

 

“Let me come.” Lu Yang took the four demon flame stones, his body instantly disappeared in place, and 

appeared above the castle in Bandarsburg in the next second. 

 

At this time, the Tier 5 Lord-level Flame Tiger has been kept here for a day and night. The irritable Flame 

Tiger wants to escape from here, but no matter how he looks for it, he can’t find a way out, so that the 

Flame Tiger is irritable. pole. 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

The Flame Tiger let out another roar, standing on the highest **** in Bandarsburg, overlooking the 

entire area, he was still looking for a way out. 

 

“Neigh~!” 

 

Lu Yang turned into a blue phoenix, flapped his wings and flew behind the flame tiger in the blink of an 

eye. Before the flame tiger could react, a fireball was launched, and the strange energy with four demon 

flame stones was smashed by the palm of the flame tiger. . 

 

The Flame Tiger is a fifth-tier lord level with extremely fast reaction speed. The moment he perceives Lu 

Yang, he turns around and hits the fireball with a palm, and at the same time his two eyes emit red rays 

to Lu Yang. 

 

“The speed is so fast.” Lu Yang hurriedly flapped his wings and hovered into the sky. Lu Yang flew fast. 

The beam of light had been behind Lu Yang and did not hit him. If he hits, Lu Yang would have no choice 

but to Resurrected from the underground of Bandarsburg with the power of the phoenix. 

 



The Blazing Demon God was gritting his teeth and staring at the Flame Tiger, and said: “His power is too 

strong. I will control him for a second when you can’t hold it, and give you a chance to escape. .” 

 

“Okay.” Lu Yang flapped his wings and turned back. He hovered at a high speed 300 meters away from 

the Flame Tiger. Every time he turned around, he had a chance to attack with flames with demon flame 

stone energy. 

 

The Flame Tiger couldn’t catch Lu Yang at all, so he could only circulate madly around the spot, and the 

red flame light kept shooting around. 

 

Every lap of Lu Yangfei, he was chased by the laser. Therefore, he always flew at full strength, and such a 

flight could only last for 2 hours. 

 

After waiting for two hours, Lu Yang felt that the magic power in his body was empty, and said quickly: 

“Activate the heart of the devil.” 

 

“Good.” Blazing Demon God quickly controlled the power of the Demon God’s Heart. 

 

The Flame Tiger suddenly felt his body stagnate. The next second, Lu Yang disappeared in the air and 

returned to the ground in front of the space-time rift. 

 

He grabbed a flying demon flame stone and gasped and said, “Do you feel that the demon flame stone 

has no effect?” 

 

In two hours, Lu Yang hit the Flaming Tiger more than a hundred times, but the Flaming Tiger was still 

unaffected, and his movements were the same as the initial agility. 

 

The Blazing Demon God sighed and said: “Don’t worry, it is a fragment of the Demon God’s heart after 

all. It is so easy to be controlled by the four demon flame stones. Isn’t I too wasteful? Be prepared to 

fight him for a long time. Bar.” 

 



Lu Yang nodded in agreement, and sat cross-legged in front of Twisted Time and Space to take a rest. 

The flame elf sprayed from inside adhered to Lu Yang’s skin. quickly helped him restore the magical 

energy in his body. 

 

Suddenly, Lu Yang felt that the soul core in his mind had become hardened again. He was surprised and 

said: “How come I feel like I have improved again, and my mental strength has also become a lot 

tougher.” 

 

The Blazing Demon said: “This is the reward you get after surviving the challenge. You are fighting an 

enemy far stronger than you in a state of extreme tension. All your energy will be put on the battle. The 

tension will Continue to make you breakthroughs, and now you can safely absorb these original fire 

elves, and soon you will rise to the top of Tier 4.” 

 

If Lu Yang reaches the fourth-order peak, the Blazing Demon God will retrieve the Demon God’s Heart 

Fragment, three fragments and Lu Yang’s strength, he has the confidence to quickly promote Lu Yang to 

the fifth-order lord level. 

 

At the level of the lord, killing the fire spirit is like crushing an ant to death, just like Lu Yang’s fight with 

the flame tiger just now. If it weren’t for Lu Yang to hit the Great Luck and get the soul of the phoenix, 

he could become an phoenix and fly quickly. Avoid the attack of the flame tiger. 

 

Replaced by ordinary fire spirits, the flame tiger can kill ordinary fire spirits as long as the light shines in 

its eyes, and the fire spirit has no resistance to the flame lord at all. 

 

If Lu Yang could reach the fifth rank, the six races including the elves and the ogres would completely 

become human slaves. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2312: New practice location 

  



Fifteen days. 

 

For fifteen days, Lu Yang would enter Bandarsburg to fight the flame tigers every day, and the Blazing 

Demon God would stand at the entrance of the time-space fissure and wait for the appearance of the 

demon flame stone. 

 

“The demon flame stone can be made into a string of necklaces, but it still won’t work.” Lu Yang looked 

at the more than 60 demon flame stones in his hand, a little speechless. 

 

The Blazing Demon God was not in a hurry, but rather proud, and said in his consciousness: “I see it, this 

is the power of a piece of mine.” 

 

Lu Yang rolled his eyes and said, “What’s the use, you won’t be able to subdue him.” 

 

“For you.” Blazing Demon God was depressed again, seeing the flame tiger’s self-awareness getting 

stronger and stronger, he was more anxious than anyone. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Is there any way to improve our strength as soon as possible.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God shook his head and said: “I have a way to make you advance quickly, but that 

will hurt you too much. I suggest that you don’t rush to improve your strength in the near future, and 

slowly polish your body. 

 

The Jagged Brotherhood can now operate without you. There are two places like Riyue Mountain and 

Xishi Cave to improve the strength of your subordinates. You can safely let them protect themselves. ” 

 

In these fifteen days, without Lu Yang, the Iron-Blooded Brotherhood led the team to wipe out the 

newly sent demon from Riyue Mountain. 

 

When the demon patriarch Bikas of the third-order pinnacle opened the portal, he deceived the lower 

demon **** in another world with a performance of the movie king, and sent him 30,000 demons. 

 



Among them, there are as many as ten third-order demons, and the rest are all second-order peaks. The 

weapons they carry are 30 broken star blades and 60,000 star steel swords and armors. 

 

Muddy wine didn’t use too complicated methods, just let Bikas lead each batch of 500 demons sent to 

the side hall, and he took the archer army and easily solved all the demons. 

 

When the teleportation was over, the last batch of demons were all dead, and the lower demon gods 

did not find any abnormalities, and they praised Bikas. 

 

After the Sun Moon Mountain incident ended, within five days, the beast blood shaman sensed that the 

lower beast gods in another world had activated the teleportation ability, and nearly 30,000 sealed Tier 

2 orcs and 10 Tier 3 orcs. The son of the beast **** with the blood of the beast **** also teleported 

over in a sealed state. 

 

After the White Lion and Lu Yang asked for instructions, they led their troops to the Xishi Cave, where 

they wiped out all the demons in a **** battle for seven days, and 10 children of Tier 3 beast gods also 

died in the White Lion’s ambush. 

 

During the whole process, although Lu Yang flew to the scene with his clone as an undead bird, he did 

not show up during the whole process, nor did he secretly take action. He only relied on the white lion 

to lead his men and paid the price of 30 minor injuries to kill the sealed ones. Orcs. 

 

As the Blazing Demon God said, even without Lu Yang, the Jagged Brotherhood can function normally. 

What Lu Yang needs now is to improve his personal strength as soon as possible. 

 

Lu Yang thought for a while and realized that he cared a little too much about these brothers. In fact, 

they had grown up. He smiled and said, “Well, listen to you, what should I do?” 

 

Blazing Demon God said: “There is a way for you to do three things with one mind, but the price of this 

is that you will be in a state of extreme fatigue and mental stress every day, depending on how long you 

can hold on.” 

 

Lu Yang asked, “How to do it?” 

 



The Blazing Demon said, “Did you see the twisted time and space in front of you? You entered the 

twisted time and space. The original fire elves came out of the twisted time and space too little, and a 

large number of fire elves flew to other places in the twisted time and space. , If you absorb it inside, the 

effect is better.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled speechlessly, and said, “With my current body, it will be cut into two when it hits the 

edge of the space-time rift. If I am in the space-time channel, I will be impacted by the turbulence of 

time and space, and my body will not be able to hold on. How long will it take to collapse.” 

 

The Blazing Demon said: “No, I have calculated it. As long as the number of original fire spirits inside is 

three hundred times that of the outside, your body will be in a state of injury and recovery at any time, 

and you will hold on to the initial shock. You can survive. Of course, the feeling of pain in the soul cannot 

be offset.” 

 

This kind of pain is similar to the feeling of a thousand swords. The turbulence of time and space is the 

sharpest blade in the world. Although it is small, it will cut off a piece of flesh after cutting Lu Yang’s 

body. Will be chopped. 

 

Such damage will stimulate the potential in Lu Yang’s body, forcing a large amount of energy to 

continuously repair the fire spirit body. As the energy of the soul core is consumed, it will gradually 

become fragile, and the influx of the original fire spirit will make the soul core. Become stronger and 

harder again, and then become bigger. 

 

Lu Yang understood this principle, he sneered, his eyes firmly said: “Okay, I entered the rift in time and 

space, what are the other two levels of cultivation?” 

 

The Blazing Demon said: “Your consciousness enters Bandarsburg and fights the flame tiger. When you 

are exhausted and want to die, release the flame clone to the outside world and look for other high-

level fire demon formed by the original fire element. Or fire spirits, kill them and get their original magic 

core.” 

 

This is equivalent to letting a person whose body is being slashed by thousands of swords, but the soul 

has to continue to do another high-intensity thing, and at the same time, when the soul is exhausted, it 

controls a clone to go to the enemy. Life and death battle. 

 



Blazing Demon said: “I couldn’t do it back then, even if you can’t, it doesn’t matter, but I suggest you try 

it. In desperation, you will become stronger than ever before.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “I have the same intention. Come on, let me see where my limits are. For the 

sake of my brothers and family, and so many people who believe in us, I am not afraid of the pain.” 

 

He stared at the twisted time and space ahead, his body suddenly turned into a fire spirit body, 

shrinking to a length of only 10 centimeters. uukanshu.com barely passed through the rift in time and 

space. 

 

This kind of transformation consumes a lot of energy. As soon as Lu Yang stepped into the space-time 

channel, his body returned to its original state with a bang. 

 

“Wow~!” 

 

A turbulent flow of time and space brushed the shoulders of Lu Yanghuo’s spirit body, and a small part 

of his shoulders immediately left his body. Before Lu Yang felt pain, another five or six turbulences of 

time and space hit his body. At that moment, Lu Yang’s soul was trembling with a sharp pain. 

 

The Blazing Demon shouted: “Try to avoid the turbulence of time and space that can cause serious 

injuries to you, so that no matter how many wounded fire elves are, they won’t be able to replenish 

them in time.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded, and he looked at the world around him carefully. This is not a world with only front, 

back, left and right, but also above and below. 

 

He can avoid the front but can’t hide from the top. The speed of the space-time turbulence is as fast as 

the speed of light. The only thing he can do is to avoid the deadly vital points as much as possible 

according to the Blazing Demon God, and only let the turbulence rub his body. Minor injuries. 

 

The energy in Lu Yang’s soul core quickly poured out to repair his body. At the same time, the original 

fire spirit brought over by the turbulence of time and space began to replenish Lu Yang with energy. This 

kind of pain and comfort coexisted, which made people painful. Feel comfortable again. 

 



Chapter 2313: Spatial fissure zone 

  

The Blazing Demon God saw that Lu Yang was gradually adapting to avoiding the turbulence of time and 

space. He was relieved and scanned the surrounding space. After searching for it, he said to Lu Yang: 

“Move to the southwest, there is a turbulence of time and space there. There are relatively few places 

with more original fire spirits.” 

 

“Okay.” Lu Yang flew slowly to the southwest in the severe pain. Only then did he have the opportunity 

to see the overview of the entire space-time passage. 

 

This is a weird blue space. There are white space-time turbulence and red fire elves’ origins everywhere. 

When the two cross and collide, the space-time turbulence will cut the fire elves into two parts, but the 

fire elves The origin will not die, but will continue to float in the passage of time and space in a broken 

form. 

 

The width of this space-time channel is about a few kilometers. The place connected to the earth in the 

middle is only a short section behind Lu Yang. The rest is a complete closed space. The space-time 

turbulence cannot break the space, but it will break the space-time. The turbulence bounced in other 

directions. 

 

There is no gravity in this space. Lu Yang can float in the tunnel out of thin air, with flames emerging 

from under his feet, pushing Lu Yang slowly towards the direction specified by the Blazing Demon God. 

 

“Wow~!” 

 

“Wow~!” 

 

… 

 

As soon as he flew 200 meters away, several turbulences of time and space came with white rays of 

light. When Lu Yang felt it, it was already in front of his eyes. Fortunately, Lu Yang reacted extremely 

fast, paying his ears on both sides. At the cost of being blown up, he escaped this danger. 

 



In fact, in the state of the fire spirit body, every organ in Lu Yang’s body is no longer a human organ. 

Even if it is exploded, it can be recovered with the energy supply in the soul core. The reason why he 

avoided it was because his eyes were If it breaks through, the turbulence may cut off the connection 

between Lu Yang’s brain and the soul core. 

 

Once the soul silk was cut off, Lu Yang could only rely on the Phoenix to rebirth from the underground of 

Bandarsburg. That was an irreparable wound! 

 

“How far is it?” Lu Yang continued to fly forward. 

 

The Blazing Demon said: “Keep walking forward 50 meters, there is the best place to practice.” 

 

Lu Yang continued to fly forward while avoiding. In the last 50 meters, he actually spent half an hour. 

There was too much turbulence around the best practice area. When he got there, he was beaten. Won 

more than 300 times. 

 

When he got to the place, the turbulence did not decrease too much, but the turbulence here was 

relatively more stable, and the turbulence from flying would not suddenly become disguised. 

 

Blazing Demon asked: “Can you hold on?” 

 

“No problem.” Lu Yang’s eyes were determined. Now that he has chosen to endure this kind of pain, he 

must stick to it. He said, “Help me adjust to the best angle.” 

 

“Okay.” Blazing Demon God’s expression was solemn. Before, his feeling towards Lu Yang was that he 

was a good, talented and responsible young man. Now Blazing Demon God looked at Lu Yang with a 

look in his eyes. admire. 

 

Being willing to endure such pain for others, Blazing Demon God hadn’t done it for hundreds of 

thousands of years, and he didn’t believe that anyone in this world would be willing to sacrifice for 

others so selflessly. 

 

Now that Blazing Demon God has seen it, Lu Yang is just such a person! 



 

In fact, Lu Yang could have followed the method arranged by the Blazing Demon God to abandon the 

brothers of the entire Jagged Brotherhood and the more than 10 million people in the East China Sea, 

and go to an absolutely safe place to practice. 

 

But Lu Yang didn’t do that. Instead, he chose this most difficult and painful path of cultivation. Although 

this would stimulate Lu Yang’s potential within a short time, the Blazing Demon God felt that he was in 

Luyang’s area. Unable to bear it at age. 

 

“Three meters to the left, one meter upwards, arms bent…” The Blazing Demon God commanded Lu 

Yang to pose in a strange pose, but this pose would only cut Lu Yang’s flesh from the turbulent flow of 

time and space, without hurting his soul silk. . 

 

Now Lu Yang would be cut by the turbulence of time and space every 5 seconds. Under severe pain, Lu 

Yang forcibly created a flame clone, causing him to consume another two-thirds of the energy in his 

body. 

 

In this way, the energy in the soul core is empty, and the huge consumption of body recovery makes the 

soul core become fragile. When the fire spirit’s origin enters Lu Yang’s body, it quickly floods into the 

surface of the soul core, in the soul core. When it starts to break, it is constantly repaired and 

strengthened. 

 

Lu Yang endured the severe pain and controlled the Flame Doppelganger to fly outside the rift in the 

space, and then turned the Flaming Doppelganger into an undead shape, and his wings flew out of the 

gap. 

 

Although Lu Yang’s soul is in the clone now, the pain of his body is still clearly transmitted to the soul. He 

said to the Blazing Demon God: “Today is the time for Xue Renyi to go to Baishan City. I will take a look 

on the road. Go against the flame tiger.” 

 

Blazing Demon God can understand Lu Yang’s current situation, and said, “No hurry.” 

 

Lu Yang let out a painful sigh, flapped his wings and flew towards Baishan City. An hour later, when he 

rushed to the outside of Baishan City, Xue Renyi had already brought a caravan of 100 people to the 

misty area. Outside. 



 

“Neigh~!” Lu Yang shouted a warning to Xue Renyi, then fell in front of him, looked at Xue Renyi in the 

form of a fire spirit and said, “How about this road?” 

 

Xue Renyi respectfully said: “Boss, there are enemies secretly watching along the way, but they haven’t 

shown up, and I don’t know who the opponent is in my low strength.” 

 

Lu Yang sneered and said, “Sure enough, these races are willing to see us trade with the elves alone, but 

the team that wants to rob you finds that they can’t easily kill you. I am afraid that I will retaliate against 

you afterwards.” 

 

This time there are six Tier 3 masters who are following Xue Renyi. If the six races suddenly attack, 

whether it is the Elves want to blame other races, or the other five races want to rob supplies, once they 

can’t kill those six Tier 3 players. The masters had to face revenge from the Jagged Brotherhood, so they 

didn’t dare to attack. 

 

Xue Renyi nodded and said, “I have the same opinion, so you can rest assured that the boss, the six 

races have scruples, we are safe.” 

 

Lu Yang didn’t speak any more. Before coming, Zhuo Jiu had handed over the task to Xue Renyi. Even if it 

was Zhuo Jiu, Xue Renyi would come to inquire about intelligence. This was his instinct. 

 

“Woo~~~~!” 

 

“Woo~~~~!” 

 

“Woo~~~~!” 

 

… 

 

A horn suddenly came from the mist, and a group of elven warriors in black hollow armor walked out of 

the mist in neat steps. The leader Lu Yang knew who was Sara’s deputy, a male elven. 



 

“Dear President Lu Yang, the leader of the Elf Clan Legion Anside greets you.” The male elf bowed his 

body and said, “I didn’t expect you to come in person. This is our rudeness.” 

 

Lu Yang endured the pain and smiled, and said: “Greetings to your patriarch on my behalf, I came here 

on a temporary basis. I wanted to see if anyone wanted to rob them on the way. It seemed that I was 

worrying too much.” 

 

“Is there such a thing?” Anside said with an angry expression: “It must be the other five races. If they 

dare to do it, the elves will never let our friends suffer alone.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “I believe they won’t. Take my people in. I won’t go.” 

 

“I greet you again.” Anside leaned again, and then said with a smile to Xue Renyi: “Please follow behind 

our elves, don’t walk around, I will take you into Baishan City.  

 

“Okay.” After Xue Renyi glanced at Lu Yang, he led the team into the mist with Anside. 

 

Lu Yang jumped into the air and flew towards the east side of Baishan City in the form of a phoenix. Just 

after 150 kilometers, he found Pine Forest City where the rock giant was. 

 

The ground should have been a dense forest, but at this time, in the center of the forest, a huge black 

rock castle was erected. A huge white pillar with a height of 100 meters was erected in the center of the 

castle with runes carved on it. Very exquisite, a light mask was released at the top of the pillar, covering 

the entire Rock City. 

 

Lu Yang knew that this should be the reason why Rock City was not found by the satellite. He looked 

around, and what made him frown was that there were countless spatial fissure zones on the east side 

of Rock City. 

 

This space fissure zone is so many that it makes Lu Yang feel that his scalp is numb. From the ground to 

the air, it is several kilometers in height, and it extends hundreds of kilometers from the center of the 

rock city to the two sides. It turns out that it is all the space fissure zone area. , There are small space 

cracks with only the thickness of the needle tip. 



 

There is a forest around it as a cover. If it weren’t for some of the trees in the forest that were cut off by 

the space cracks, and the perception abilities that Lu Yang and the Blazing Demon God had learned, it 

would be difficult for him to find the existence of these space cracks. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2314: 2 months later 

  

Lu Yang was a little curious about why the rock tribe built a city here. It stands to reason that this is not 

the best area to build a city. Once a space storm occurs in a space fissure and the space fissure expands, 

it is possible to expand to the rock city. inner. 

 

“Invisible” 

 

Lu Yang didn’t want to be discovered by the people of the Rock Race. He took out the bone scepter from 

the Demon God Temple to activate the invisibility skill, flapped his wings and flew to the forest 100 

meters away from the east gate of the Rock City and fell to the ground. 

 

“Woo~~~!” 

 

“Woo~~~!” 

 

“Woo~~~!” 

 

… 

 

A horn suddenly sounded in the city of Rock City, and Lu Yang instantly became vigilant. He thought he 

had been discovered, but when he looked at the location of the city gate, he found that the city gate 

behind him opened slowly. 



 

When the gate was fully opened, a group of rock giants about three meters tall walked out of the city at 

will. The rock giant Lu Yang at the head was familiar with it. It was Begure, the head of the rock clan, and 

he led the people into the space-time rift. Edge, less than 50 meters from Luyang. 

 

“Everyone is listening. I will not repeat the danger here. Now follow me in and we will continue to 

explore.” Begure’s voice was like Hong Zhong. After speaking, he was the first to walk into the space 

fissure zone. 

 

More than 20 other rock giants followed behind him and walked inside Begure’s footsteps. Obviously, 

Begure and the others had explored this place many times before, knowing where there is no rift zone. 

 

Lu Yang watched with cold eyes as the last rock giant walked into the rift zone. He did not follow in, but 

condensed the magic power inside his eyes. 

 

“Om~!” 

 

Lu Yang’s eyes instantly turned into a red world, which was a manifestation of the substantive 

perception. When he was promoted to Tier 4, the perception ability taught by the Blazing Demon God 

also improved. In this state , Lu Yang’s eyes could clearly see the black, constantly twisting cracks in the 

space in front of him. These were the hidden spatial cracks. 

 

He hid these crevices and walked in, and walked forward for two kilometers. He found that the crevices 

inside were getting bigger and bigger, and in front of these crevices, the elemental elves of various 

elements were constantly fusing together, some Creatures such as Tier 3 Fire Demon and Rock Demon 

have been formed. 

 

With Lu Yang’s current strength, the fire demon that swallowed Tier 3 did not improve much. He 

continued to walk inside, walking ten kilometers away. Finally, a Tier 4 fire spirit was found by him in 

front of a huge gap in space. . 

 

This fire spirit didn’t transform into a battle form that was a hundred meters high, but only about five 

meters high, sitting facing the rift in the space, constantly devouring the fire element that came out of 

the rift. 



 

Lu Yang didn’t move rashly, but continued to look for a circle within a radius of five kilometers around 

him. After he was sure that there were no other fire monsters, he was relieved. 

 

The flame demon’s self-consciousness is very weak, but they are born with territorial awareness, and 

the radius of five kilometers is the smallest territory range. Except for the flame demon, there is no fire 

element in this area, which proves that he has killed them all. 

 

Lu Yang returned to the vicinity of the flame demon. As he approached 50 meters, the bone scepter 

became hotter and hotter. He knew that if he continued to walk in stealth, the bone scepter would be 

destroyed by the heat. 

 

“Red Flame Scepter” 

 

Lu Yang put away the bone scepter, and a red crystal scepter appeared in his hand. His body suddenly 

lost mana, and he jumped to the top of the flame demon’s head. The scepter in his hand hit the flame 

demon’s head heavily. 

 

“Roar~!” 

 

The Flame Demon let out a roar, turned around and struck Lu Yang with a fist. Lu Yang escaped easily, 

his body turned into a flame shape, and he fought with the Flame Demon. 

 

The temperature of the two is the same, no one can burn anyone, and he can’t send the flame demon to 

Bandarsburg, which is equivalent to adding a meal to the flame tiger, so he can only fight each other 

with weapons. 

 

Fortunately, Lu Yang still had a weapon and a piece of armor. In addition, the flame demon hadn’t 

produced too much wisdom soon after it was born. He was only fighting with instinct. Before two hours, 

Lu Yang broke the flame demon’s. The body retracted the Tier 4 magic core inside into the Demon 

Temple, and then the clone also collapsed into the air due to excessive energy consumption. 

 

Inside the space-time channel. 



 

Lu Yang’s consciousness returned to his body. He was in severe pain in the battle just now, but he was 

distracted by the battle, and his pain was still less. Now that there is no battle, his pain has become 

particularly clear. 

 

“Bandalsburg” 

 

Lu Yang’s soul entered Bandarsberg and became the form of an undead bird, continuing to use the 

demon flame stone to release the demon flame around the flame tiger. 

 

… 

 

Two hours later, Lu Yang was exhausted, and the Flame Tiger was still unaffected by the demon flame 

stone. Lu Yang could only withdraw from Bandarsburg, his consciousness remained in his body, and he 

was constantly suffering from the turbulent flow of space. . 

 

At this time, Lu Yang didn’t have the power to move, but his mind and body had to endure such pain. 

Even the Blazing Demon God felt that Lu Yang was too crazy when he looked at it. He couldn’t help but 

said: Go and rest in the Demon Temple.” 

 

Another turbulence of time and space cut off a piece of Lu Yang’s body. His whole body trembled in 

pain, but he still survived and said firmly, “I’m fine.” 

 

The abundant fire element in the space channel quickly provided Lu Yang with energy to help him repair 

his body. The original damage was recovered, but before he could take a breath, he was hit by three 

consecutive turbulences. Lu Yang’s body made him almost shout out in pain. 

 

The Blazing Demon God frowned and looked at Lu Yang. He obviously felt that Lu Yang was about to be 

unable to hold it. He had done so many things in one day, not to mention human beings, even a race in 

another world would reach the upper limit of physical strength and energy. , But Lu Yang still insisted. 

He felt incredible and said: “You really make me look up at him.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “If the people in this position are Zhuojiu and White Lion, they will do their best 

to persevere like me.” 



 

The Blazing Demon God shook his head and said: “I feel that the incredible place is here. The motivation 

for you to persevere is not to make yourself stronger, but to better protect your brothers and family, 

although I can understand it now. , But I think I can’t do it.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed a little, and said, “Didn’t you work hard for me? You have been changed, but you don’t 

know it yet.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God was shocked and speechless for a long time. He discovered that Lu Yang and 

Zhuojiu had also infected him with something called the spirit of sacrifice. 

 

“A terrible nation.” Blazing Demon God said with emotion. 

 

Lu Yang proudly said: “Of course, this country will never lack people who will stand up in times of crisis. 

Everyone is responsible for the rise and fall of the world. This is something carved into our bones.” 

 

The Blazing Demon God shook his head and said: “Our world does not have this kind of civilization. Your 

language civilization is stronger than ours. Perhaps this is why you are willing to die for others.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “I will always insist here. Unless I die, I will fight for my brothers and my family. No one can 

stop us from living a peaceful life, and neither will the gods of another world. .” 

 

The Blazing Demon no longer spoke, but fell into thinking. 

 

There was no words for a night. When the next morning, without waiting for the Blazing Demon God to 

urge, Lu Yang, who had been tortured all night, summoned the clone again and flew to the space fissure 

zone to hunt down the high-level fire spirits. His body continued to stay in place. Suffering from torture. 

 

The Blazing Demon God originally thought that Lu Yang would not persist in this way for more than two 

days, but two days passed, Lu Yang still persisted, and on the third day, he still persisted. 

 

… 



 

For two full months, Lu Yang persisted. If he was allowed to stay inside, he would still be able to persist, 

but the Blazing Demon God told him that he didn’t need it anymore. 

 

Outside the space-time passage, Lu Yang was lying on the ground with his whole body wounded, slowly 

recovering his body, the Blazing Demon God’s consciousness turned into a fire spirit and flew beside Lu 

Yang, he exclaimed, “I was not as good as you back then. .” 

 

Lu Yang was already in pain and lacked the energy to speak. He grinned and couldn’t even make a smile. 

He consciously said, “How is my strength now?” 

 

The Blazing Demon said admiringly: “When you are fully restored, your strength will be the fourth-tier 

peak, and your mental power has reached the conditions for releasing the fifth-tier lord-level spells, and 

you can even fight the flame tiger now. ” 

 

The flame tiger in Bandarsburg, after being attacked by the demon flame stone for more than two 

months, finally appeared to be reduced in strength. The current flame tiger can exert its strength at the 

Tier 4 peak. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and scolded, “When I recover well, I have to kill him.” 

 

The flame tiger that this piece of the Demon’s Heart fragment turned into really caused Lu Yang to suffer 

too much, but he knew that when the Demon’s Heart Fragment merged with the two existing Demon 

God’s Heart Fragments, he would Promoted to the fifth rank. 

 

Now, it’s just a matter of recovering his strength… 

 

Chapter 2315: new friend 

  

Latest website: “Dididi” 

 

Lu Yang’s phone rang, and when he saw the number displayed on it, he smiled at the corner of his 

mouth and said, “This new friend of ours can’t help it anymore.” 



 

The Blazing Demon God also smiled and said: “His original belief is not a new god. No one needs the 

return of the old **** more than him. Talk to him and see how he thinks.” 

 

“Okay.” Lu Yang pressed the call button and asked, “Did you figure it out?” 

 

“Come under the Twin Tree in Area 3 of the Temporal Rift Zone, and I will take my people to accept your 

rule.” The voice on the other side of the phone was firm and annoyed. 

 

“Meet in an hour.” Lu Yang hung up the phone and said to the Blazing Demon with a smile: “The six 

major races are over, do you want to witness this moment with me.” 

 

Blazing Demon God smiled without saying a word, and said: “I stay here, you go.” 

 

Lu Yang’s body still needs someone to look after him. He nodded and said, “Then I will pass by, 

doppelganger.” 

 

A ball of flames gushed out of Lu Yang’s body and turned into a clone just like him. Lu Yang’s soul 

entered into the clone, controlling the clone to become a phoenix form, and flew towards the agreed 

place. He is now I can’t wait to see the person on the phone. 

 

This person is called Algaea, a member of the elves, but his elves are different from other elves because 

they believe in the old gods. 

 

The gods of the elves are quite special. Since ancient times, there have been two moon gods. Because 

there are two moons in their sky, the two moon gods of the elves believe in both. 

 

Only after the battle of gods, one of the moon gods was killed, and Algaea believed in the old **** who 

was killed. 

 

The new moon **** began to liquidate after the war, and a large number of races that believed in the 

old moon **** were wiped out by the whole clan, and the only ones who avoided it were the elves. 



 

Since the beginning of the war, the queen of the Elven Kingdom announced that it would not participate 

in the war and strictly ordered all the Elves to return to the forest to recuperate. Therefore, although the 

Elves were divided into two factions, the part that believed in the old gods was not affected after the 

war. Crescent God liquidated. 

 

It stands to reason that this matter is over, but the New Moon God hates the part of the Elves who 

believe in the Old Moon God, but the New Moon God cannot slaughter the Elves who believe in him for 

no reason, but at this time, Sara appeared, he A plan was made to the lower **** who governed them, 

that is, to let people who believe in the old moon **** come to the earth to die. 

 

The Moon God agreed to this plan, but what Moon God didn’t know was that Sara’s original intention 

was to save people who believed in the Old Moon God, but Sara was also deceived. Sarah Dido, the 

wizard who advises. 

 

Dido, Sara, and Algaea are all children of the Elf Queen. They are also the kings of the major Elven 

Duchess in the future, but Algaea has been pressing Dido before. This time the new **** won, and Dido 

again It happened to believe in a new god, so he used Sara’s hand to give Algaea a set. 

 

After Sara and Algaea explained the mission of coming to earth, Algaea thought he and his brothers who 

believed in the old gods had escaped, so there was no need to worry about being liquidated by the New 

Moon God, but they did not expect this to be their nightmare. Start. 

 

Almost all of the five to sixty thousand brothers of Algaea who believed in the old gods died in the battle 

of the six races, and the next group of brothers who believed in the old gods will come here soon, and 

their ending will be the same as the previous brothers. The same, died on the battlefield. 

 

Algaea is not afraid of death, he also wants to help Sara get a piece of land belonging to them on the 

earth, but he always feels something wrong when he sees more and more brothers who have died in 

battle. It happened that he was pushed into a space-time rift by Dido that day. When he killed a Tier 4 

spirit-level powerhouse in his belt, he encountered danger, and Lu Yang was nearby. 

 

Lu Yang did not kill Algaea, but after talking with him in detail, he analyzed the course of the matter for 

him. Only then did Algaea realize that he was pitted by Dido, and Sarah was also pitted by him. NS. 

 



Since then, Algaea has been secretly cooperating with Lu Yang, sharing information between the two. 

Later, Lu Yang told him that he had a way to retrieve the old god’s heart and then resurrect the old god. 

Algaea left silently. To this day, Algaea called and decided to surrender to Lu Yang and search for the old 

god’s heart with Lu Yang. 

 

The other side. 

 

In the middle area on the northeast side of the space fissure zone, two big trees 100 meters high are 

entangled together, like two lovers. Under the tree, a sturdy elf with a half-naked upper body and a 

height of nearly two meters is kneeling religiously. Make a wish to the tree on the ground. 

 

“Go up again, bless me to resurrect you smoothly. I will follow in your footsteps forever with my most 

pious belief.” Algaea prayed in Elvish language. 

 

Nearly a hundred elves standing behind him followed him on their knees and prayed. Ancient and 

obscure Elvish words filled the woods, and wood elemental elves glowed with aquamarine light around 

them. This language was like singing, letting The wood elf felt the joy of the soul. 

 

Half an hour later, after the prayer was over, Algaea stood up, looked back at his men and said, “My 

brothers, you are all my comrades who have followed me in numerous battles, and today my life is in 

your hands. , If you are willing to abandon the old god, come up and kill me, take my head and ask for 

rewards to the new **** and Dido. If you are still willing to follow me, join me in the human camp. In 

the future, we will follow the human race to fight for Save the old gods and dedicate our lives.” 

 

The eyes of nearly a hundred elves are full of enthusiasm. are all the most loyal believers of the old 

moon gods. Unlike the new moon gods, the old moon gods do not look at their blood when they teach 

the elves. Therefore, some elves with low bloodlines can also learn advanced spells, and the New Moon 

God hates lowly blood elves, and they can’t even get the shower of divine light. 

 

You know, every time the lower gods under the Moon God seat come to the world, they will emit divine 

light. These lights will make the wood elementary elves get closer to the elves who have been bathed in 

divine light, but those with low bloodlines will be lowered. God deliberately didn’t use God’s light to 

shine on them. 

 



The status of a creature in another world is entirely determined by his strength and contribution to the 

race. The lower the strength, the more inferior. Algaea is the child of a queen and a male servant. He is 

considered from birth. It’s humble. 

 

Most of the other elves in front of him are lowly civilians. They want to change their own destiny, but 

the New Moon God regards them as lowly creatures and is unwilling to give them a chance, while the 

Old Moon God regards them as his own children and exhausts themselves. All the teachings. 

 

This time the old moon **** was defeated. Algaea and the others thought it was their fault. If they did 

not listen to the queen, but participated in the war, maybe the old **** could defeat the new god, they 

blame themselves, so they are willing to pay for the old **** everything. 

 

Chapter 2316: The counterattack begins 

  

“The current Moon God is not our God, the original Moon God is our God.” 

 

“We want to save the Moon God.” 

 

“Overthrow the new **** and save the moon god.” 

 

… 

 

Nearly a hundred people shook their fists and called out loudly. This is the truest thought in their hearts. 

Since the defeat of the old moon god, they have been contemptuous, spurned, and verbally abused by 

everyone. The only thing they can do is to endure, and if they resist, they will be of noble blood. The 

elves are tied to the sacrificial platform and humiliated, and if they dare to resist, they will be burned 

alive by the moon fire. 

 

When they came to the earth, they were still despised. Originally, they wanted to get the recognition of 

the elves and the new gods by virtue of their battle exploits in the human world. But after these three 

years of war, they knew they were wrong. They are now The only thing I think about is to retrieve the 

old Moon God’s Demon God’s Heart Fragment and help it regenerate. 

 



It’s just that no one of them took the lead before. Now this person has appeared. Algaea, the son of the 

queen, is willing to take them to resurrect the old god, and they are all willing to follow. 

 

“Your Excellency Algaea, the son of the queen and the commander of the elves, from now on we will 

entrust you as the king. Please issue orders to guide us.” Deputy Commander Lorenz knelt on the ground 

and said respectfully. 

 

Many elves behind them knelt on the ground and swore their allegiance. 

 

Algaea nodded and said loudly, “My first order is that we will change our name to Shadowmoon Elf from 

now on, and we will no longer be of the same race as the original elf race. From now on, we will never 

call me the son of the queen. My name is Algaea. , The king of the Shadowmoon Elves.” 

 

“My king is up.” Lorenz and others lowered their heads and shouted respectfully. 

 

After the coronation ceremony was completed, Lorenz stood up and asked: “Your Majesty, what should 

we do in the future? Our enemy is too strong.” 

 

“So we need help.” Algaea turned his head and looked at a big tree not far away, and said: “My friend, I 

have been watching for so long, haven’t you shown up yet?” 

 

At the top of a big tree fifty meters away from the elves, Lu Yang turned back into a human form and fell 

on the ground. He smiled and walked to Algaea’s side and said, “You finally figured it out.” 

 

It was not surprising that Lorenz and others saw Lu Yang. After Lu Yang rescued them that day, they 

would often cooperate with Lu Yang to kill Tier 4 spirit-level creatures in the past two months. 

 

Algaea didn’t need to introduce it again, saying: “Tell me what to do, we have too few people.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled, and said: “Imprison Sara, kill Dido, imprison all the noble elves, and those who disobey 

will be killed without mercy.” 

 



Algaea showed a grinning expression and said, “But I need help.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “I’ll help you.” 

 

“How to do it?” Algaea asked. 

 

Lu Yang walked to him and whispered, “After success, the Shadow Moon Elf will be the master of this 

land.” 

 

“It’s settled.” Algaea’s smile became more and more ferocious, and said: “Two weeks from now is the 

date of the red moon night. We have to start acting now. How about I attract Dido and kill him first. ” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and asked, “What are you going to do?” 

 

Algaea said: “Dido needs the magic core of a Tier 5 wood spirit powerhouse. This is the only way for him 

to advance to Tier 5 from the top of Tier 4, but we have not found it after exploring it, so it’s better for 

me to pretend Find it, how about setting him up.” 

 

Lorenz sneered and said: “In the past three years, we have accepted his rule. We will act firmly on 

whatever he orders us to do. He will never think that we will rebel. When that happens, he will only 

bring a few people and we will capture them together. Live him.” 

 

Without Lu Yang, even after another three years, Algaea, Lorenz and others would never have thought 

that Dido had deliberately killed their people, nor would they have known that the old **** allowed to 

believe in the shadow moon elves of the old god. The purpose of coming to earth is to kill them, so Dido 

will not be more prepared. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the big tree and said, “It’s very suitable here.” 

 

Algaea also felt that this place was very suitable, raising his hand to emit a light of wood, and a strong elf 

warrior who was exploring not far away was commanding his men to attack a Tier 4 wood spirit. He was 

Dido. 

 



As an elf born from the combination of the elf queen and the duke of the largest duchy of the elf clan, 

Dido was born with many gods. Therefore, he not only has a strong body, but also knows various spells 

of the wood system. He was only 300 years old. Promoted to Tier 4 and became a spirit-level 

powerhouse. 

 

In order to help the queen and to get rid of Algaea, the half-brother who made him feel humiliated, Dido 

took the initiative to come to the earth, completing the queen’s mission while practicing himself. 

 

Dido knows that when he completes the task and returns to the elves, he is the king of the new elves. 

This is what he wants to get, but the premise is that he has enough power to make the moon **** 

Admit him. 

 

“Finally found a Tier 5 lord.” Dido’s eyes flashed, and Algaea’s light was what Dido had agreed with him. 

 

Thinking of Algaea, Dido couldn’t help but sneered, and cursed: “Humble Algaea, when I was promoted 

to Tier 5, I was the first to kill you.” 

 

“You continue to kill the wood spirits, I will go over there and take a look.” Algaea’s body released a 

green light, and the whole person turned into a black cheetah and ran in the direction of the light. 

 

The noble elves who killed the wood spirits around did not follow. They knew Dido’s strength, and they 

knew that ordinary wood elves did not have a high IQ. 

 

“I hope that Dido will kill Algaea as soon as possible, that **** brother, let him lose face.” 

 

“This opportunity is good, I hope he will not miss it.” 

 

… 

 

In the whispers of many noble elves, Dido escaped countless space rifts and came under the twin tree. 

Looking at Algaea, who was lying under the tree, his whole body was wounded, and Dido’s catalog was 

exhausted. 

 



“My dear brother, what’s the matter with you?” Dido asked pretendingly in panic. 

 

Algaea bit the tip of his tongue and spit out a mouthful of blood, pretending to be weak, and said: “The 

Tier 5 Wood Lord injured me. My brothers are chasing him. Go over and help them.” 

 

“Oh? No hurry, let me treat your injury first, you are my brother, why would I let you lie here like this?” 

Dido showed a playful smile, step by step He walked towards Algaea. When he came to him, Dido took a 

condescending look at Algaea for the last time, then squatted down and stared at his face face to face. 

He smiled and said, “I can finally kill you. Is so happy.” 

 

“Boom~!” The dagger in Dido’s sleeve stabbed Algaea’s heart, but there was no sound of the heart being 

pierced. Instead, it was blocked by a hard object. Dido was a little surprised and was about to stab him 

again. , But was caught by countless vines around. 

 

“What, what’s going on?” Dido panicked. 

 

Algaea stood up with a smile, wiped the blood from the corner of his mouth, stared at Dido and said: “At 

that moment, I thought I was wrong, but you once again proved that my master’s words are correct. .” 

 

“What, what do you mean, you, listen to me.” Dido wanted to explain. 

 

“Puff~!” Algaea pierced Dido’s neck with a knife, and said with a smile: “You are very strong, but you are 

too stupid. See you in the next life, my dear brother.” 

 

Dido died so unexplainably, to death he didn’t know why he was trapped by the vine, why he couldn’t 

cast spells under the control of the vine, why Algaea would see through his plan, why Algay Ya dare to 

kill him! 

 

  

  

  

 



Chapter 2317: Plan Baishan City 

  

“Three-eyed magic flower, close~!” 

 

Lu Yang stood on the top of the tree and gave orders. The purple vines entwining Dido quickly loosened. 

The tens of meters long vines kept shrinking, and finally got into his chest. The reason why Dido couldn’t 

be entangled in the vine The spell was released because it was the vine of the three-eyed magic flower. 

 

In these two months, Lu Yang not only killed the Fire Spirit, but also the Wood Spirit in this area. As a 

result, the Three-Eyed Magic Flower also rose to Tier 4. 

 

The upgraded three-eyed magic flower has many new abilities, one of which is magic interference. As 

long as his vine traps a target, the magic power in the opponent’s body will be interfered by the energy 

released by the vine and cannot function normally. Many are easily killed in this way. 

 

After all, it is a three-eyed magic flower with a god-level growth talent, and it is too simple to deal with 

the ultimate growth of a fifth-level elves. 

 

Lu Yang jumped down from the tree and landed beside Algaea, and said, “Congratulations, I finally 

avenged your people.” 

 

Algaea glanced at Lu Yang in awe, his hand emerged, and the dagger Dido held in his hand flew into his 

hand automatically, and said: “I feel freedom for the first time. This weapon is the Queen of the Elves. I 

gave him a Tier 4 top weapon when I came, but I didn’t have anything. My father gave me a Tier 5 soul 

silver fragment. Thanks to this fragment, it blocked Dido. You’re right, he really wants to kill me.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said: “Human nature, you and him do not belong to the same world, he is noble, you 

are humble, want to change all of this, and even change everything like you and the brothers behind you 

in the future. The fate of our elves, you need to control the elves.” 

 

“What should I do next?” Algaea was still immersed in the excitement of killing Dido. 

 



Lu Yang said: “My caravan has traded with you 8 times in the past two months. As the trade captain, Xue 

Renyi has established a deep friendship with Sara’s noble elves. The caravan will not suffer anymore. 

After more investigations, my people will hide in it, and then you will come to pick up, imprison Sarah, 

and control the entire elves.” 

 

“Okay.” The excitement in Algaea’s eyes could no longer be concealed. He said to Lu Yang: “I will take 

Dido’s body back. Sarah is in grief, and the guards of the elves will be more relaxed. We Secretly contact 

and wait for my news.” 

 

There is an iron ring on Algaea’s arm. It was originally the place he used to make a shield, but the iron 

ring has become hollow, and it contains a phone that Lu Yang gave him. As long as Algaea wants to, 

anytime You can contact Lu Yang. 

 

The three-eyed magic flower on Lu Yang’s chest violently stretched out a vine and chopped Dido’s neck. 

At the same time, he put a seed of the three-eyed magic flower into Dido’s corpse and said, “I’ll go back 

and organize the manpower. Wait for your news.” 

 

“I’m leaving.” Algea bowed respectfully, carrying Dido’s corpse in one hand and Dido’s head in the other, 

and went back the same way. 

 

Lu Yang disbanded the flame clone, and his consciousness returned to his body. With a smile on the 

corner of his mouth, he turned on the phone and initiated video invitations to Zhuojiu, White Lion, Xia 

Yuwei and others. 

 

“Ding” 

 

“Ding” 

 

“Ding” 

 

… 

 



Seven consecutive prompts sounded, and Zhuojiu, White Lion and others entered the video interface 

one after another. Zhuojiu asked, “Boss, what’s the matter?” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said: “The elves are in a disturbance, and Algaea, born of the elves and the male 

servants, took all the commoner elves to swear allegiance to me.” 

 

Zhuojiu and the others were dumbfounded. They hadn’t seen him for two months. They thought that Lu 

Yang had improved his strength, but they didn’t expect that Lu Yang would even instigate a race while 

improving his strength. 

 

Zhou Tianming asked: “Boss, are they reliable? Don’t they have the same **** as their belief?” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said briefly about the battle between the two moon gods and how the New Moon 

**** discriminated against civilian elves, and said: “Algaea has killed his half-brother in front of me. 

Dido, the supreme commander of White Mountain City, who has the blood of the superior elves and 

nobles, is now returning to gather other civilian elves to prepare for a rebellion.” 

 

The excited eyes of Zhuojiu and Baishi all brightened, and Zhuojiu said, “Boss, do we want to mix it up.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Tomorrow all Tier 3 masters will be hidden in Xue Renyi’s caravan. Algaea will send 

people to support you. When he launches a rebellion, you will help him control the noble elves around 

Sara. I will also take you, but I will not take action when it is necessary. I want to see the results of your 

cultivation.” 

 

Zhuojiu smiled and said, “Boss, you can just look at it. Brothers are no longer the oil bottles you used to 

be. We are your sharpest spear.” 

 

Zhou Tianming, White Lion, Lofty Wan Zong and others all showed their proud expressions. After more 

than two months of training, with the help of the treasures of the gods in Bandarsburg, the White Lion 

and others have all been promoted to the third intermediate to the top. between. 

 

Among them, the heroic army of beast blood soldiers obtained the blood by killing the sons of the beast 

gods in the caves of Xi City. Now it has increased to 1,000 people, all of whom are Tier 3 intermediate. 

 



Under the guidance of the ancient Holy Spirit Malthus, the strength of the turbid wine has increased to 

Tier 4, and the number of the Holy Light Mage Group has increased to 10,000, of which 1,000 are Tier 3 

beginners, and the rest are Tier 2 peaks. 

 

Nearly 200 members of the other divisions of the wizard groups have been promoted to the third-tier 

elementary level. In terms of warriors, they have been loving and comprehending the method of 

obtaining the sword elves, so that 50 swordsmen masters also have the sword elves and are promoted 

to the third tier. 

 

Although Zhou Tianming is still alone as a demon his strength has risen to Tier 4, and as a demon, his 

strength has increased extremely fast. 

 

The White Lion asked: “Boss, how many people can be brought, if necessary, we can assemble a Tier 3 

legion of nearly 3,000 people.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “It depends on how many people Xue Renyi can bring?” 

 

Xue Renyi did not expect that one day he would have the opportunity to discuss tactics with Zhuojiu and 

White Lion, and said excitedly: “Three thousand people can’t hold it, but five hundred are no problem. 

The elves need too much supplies. They I love our tobacco, alcohol, tea and sugar so much.” 

 

This has become a must-have luxury for the nobles among the elves. Almost every noble elves will buy a 

large amount of tobacco, alcohol, tea, sugar, and to pay for these things. Nuclear is used as collateral. 

 

These things that should have been explicitly forbidden to trade, are very random in the elves, because 

these things are obtained when the elves seize on the battlefield and kill high-level beasts in the wild, 

and are their own things. 

 

Among them, the one who traded the most with Xue Renyi and got the most rebates was the city 

defender of Baishan City. Therefore, Xue Renyi could not accept too many inspections when he entered 

and left Baishan City. Otherwise, the defender would be the first to be checked. Sent to the execution 

platform. 

 

  



  

  

 

Chapter 2319: Elf funeral 

  

Standing next to Algaea, the deputy commander Shunas looked worriedly at the elven palace in the 

distance and said, “Can Boll succeed? What if he is discovered?” 

 

Algaea also looked at the elven palace on the top of the mountain in the distance, with a sarcasm smile 

on his face, and said: “Boll will do the task I gave him brilliantly. This is too simple for him. .” 

 

“Why?” Shunas was puzzled. 

 

Algaea smiled and said, “Boll’s job is to clean the elf palace. At this time of the day, he has to enter the 

latrine of the palace to deal with the excrement, and there is a man in the palace. The elf responsible for 

collecting excrement in each room is called Dill. He and Boll are brothers, and they will do the task I gave 

them very well.” 

 

An angry look appeared on Shunas’ face, and he couldn’t help cursing: “When we overthrow them, I will 

let them do the dirty work.” 

 

“I agree.” Algaea’s smiling eyes have become blurred, and he wants to know whether Boll will easily get 

the duty list as he said. 

 

… 

 

In the main hall of the Elf Palace at the highest point of Baishan City, Sarah still kneeled in front of Dido’s 

corpse. She no longer shed tears, but she had been watching Dido’s corpse for a long time without 

saying a word. 

 

The noble elves surrounding her have become a quarrel. All the noble elves don’t believe that Dido was 

killed by the Tier 4 wood spirit, and they all think it was Algaea. 



 

Dilas said excitedly: “His Royal Highness, please allow me to interrogate Algaea’s subordinates. I must 

try to find a result.” 

 

“Yes, interrogate the untouchable elves around Algaea.” 

 

“Let them hand over who is behind the scenes.” 

 

“It must be tortured severely.” 

 

… 

 

Sara stood up slowly, looked back at Dilas, and asked with cold eyes: “If Algaea disagrees with you doing 

this, what will you do? 

 

Now there are only over 13,000 elves in Baishan City, only two thousand noble elves, and the remaining 

10,000 people are commoner elves. You suspect Algaea for no reason. If he stands up and resists, what 

will you do? Deal with more than 10,000 civilian elves? 

 

If war starts, what will the other five races do? What would humans do? Have you thought about these 

questions? ” 

 

The noble elves such as Dilas were speechless. As Sara said, once Algaea rebelled, their noble elves 

might really be unable to beat the commoner elves. 

 

“Or, how about we secretly catch Algaea and torture him?” 

 

“This method is okay. It is claimed to give him a high-level cultivation technique.” 

 

“The name that brought him is to let Sara announce that Algaea will replace Dido’s command position, 

how about it?” 



 

“good idea!” 

 

… 

 

The noble elves who wanted to let Algaea die for countless times did not need to think too much, and 

casually said the way to get rid of Algaea. 

 

Sarah looked at these elves, she was not stupid, otherwise she would not come to the earth to serve as 

the patriarch of the elves, she also suspected that Algea did it, she must find out about this, but she 

didn’t want the common elves and The noble elves are at war. 

 

“If only Algaea is captured, I can agree to your request. After the funeral is over, we will proceed to do 

this.” Sarah said in a solemn voice. 

 

“Okay, just do it.” 

 

“After the funeral, kill Algaea.” 

 

… 

 

Nearly a hundred elves agreed, and they quickly began to think about how to deal with this matter, but 

at this moment, an angry scolding came from outside the door, saying: “Whoever allowed you to come 

in, get out.” 

 

Dilas felt something was wrong, jumped to the door, opened the door and saw that Boer was standing 

20 meters below the steps of the hall with an innocent look. He knew Boer and signaled the guard not to 

speak. He smiled and said to Boll: “Why are you here.” 

 

Boll blinked blankly, looked at the moon and said, “Report to Lord Dilas, you forgot, this is your rule, 

every night at this time, I have to come to the palace to clean up…” 

 



“Okay, I know, don’t say those words, it will dirty my ears.” Dilas looked at Boll on the steps with 

contempt, and said, “Go to work, and leave as soon as you’re done.” 

 

“Yes.” Ball bowed and walked towards the room behind the hall. 

 

Dilas shook his head and said to himself: “The manpower is still too small, and the palace is not big 

enough, otherwise, why let the commoner elves pass through the noble main hall.” 

 

This palace was built on the mountainside of Baishan City. There is only one way up the mountain. 

Although there are small roads around, Sarah stipulated that no one is allowed to jump from the 

mountain to the palace. This is disrespect to the patriarch, and It is easy to suspect that it was a sneak 

attack by the enemy, so any elves can only take the only path when they go up the mountain. 

 

Dilas returned to the palace and told his subordinates to close the door. He smiled and said to Sara and 

the other elves: “A commoner elves who came to do dirty work, we don’t care about him.” 

 

The commander of the Second Noble Legion, Tannis, said with a frivolous smile: “These civilian elves 

can’t be killed all, and it’s easy for them to do some servant work.” 

 

Many aristocratic elves nodded unanimously, and they didn’t want to do the dirty work by themselves. 

Sara was disappointed and couldn’t help but sighed and said, “Let’s prepare the funeral ceremony for 

Dido.” 

 

The funeral ceremonies of the nobles of the elves, especially the sons of the queen, are particularly 

grand. When the queen is there, the queen needs to preside over it in person, and when the queen is 

away, it must be presided over by the patriarch Sara. 

 

The ceremony is divided into seven or eight steps, including soul-calling, singing deeds, praying for the 

blessings of the moon god, and condolences from relatives and friends. That night, Sarah began to 

preside over the soul-calling ceremony. The ancient and melodious old elves were read from Sara’s 

mouth. Suddenly, Sara’s voice echoed throughout Baishan City. 

 



The noble guards in the palace began to shed tears for Dido silently, and the noble elves captain in the 

duty room couldn’t help suffering. Although Dido had always wanted to kill the civilian elves during the 

Three-Year War, Dido was very much to the noble elves. really good. 

 

In countless wars, Dido charged in front of all the noble elves, and every time he retreated, Dido was 

also at the end. He saved the lives of countless noble elves, and the captain of the noble elves was even 

killed by Dido. Saved his life, impulsively, ran in the direction of the palace. 

 

Dill happened to collide with the noble elf captain. The furious elf captain kicked Dill on his stomach and 

kicked him against the wall, cursing: “Damn, dare to stand in my way, give me Leave far away.” 

 

After speaking, the elf captain continued to run desperately towards the palace, while Dill stood up with 

his stomach, wiped the blood stains on the corners of his mouth, took a cold look at the back of the elf 

captain, and walked into the room. 

 

At this time, there was no one in the room. The other noble elves and soldiers on duty were all 

patrolling. On the table was the duty record sheet. 

 

“Hans, Billy…” Boll took out the pen and paper he had prepared long ago to record the information, 

walked quickly to the backyard, and handed it to Boll who was packing up. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 2320: Come in 

  

Ball hurriedly put the note in the cuff interlayer. After loading all the dung buckets on the cart, the cart 

walked towards the hall. 

 

There has never been a moment when Boll feels that his life is so important, and now the future of all 

commoner elves is in his hands. 

 



He didn’t want to clean up the dung buckets all his life, nor did he want to be sent to the battlefield as 

cannon fodder to die. He wanted to have a life of his own and a future in which hope could be seen. 

 

Dilas can’t give him this future, and Sara can’t give him. The only one who can give him this future is 

Algaea, so he is willing to do everything for Algaea. 

 

“Stop~!” 

 

A group of elves came to face each other. The leader of the elves looked cold and stared at Boll and 

shouted, “What are you doing in the backyard?” 

 

Boll was most afraid of Captain Elf. He couldn’t help but shivered, bowed his head in fear, and said, “I’m 

here to pick up the trash.” 

 

“Hehe, I seem to be eavesdropping on secrets, search for me.” The elf captain roared, and the elf behind 

him swarmed up. 

 

Just now, when the Elf Captain rushed into the palace to face Dido’s corpse, Sarah was reprimanded by 

Sarah and asked him to strictly guard the safety of the temple. Therefore, the Elf Captain who had just 

left the house was extremely angry and ran into Boll. After that, if you want to get out of Boll, you don’t 

really doubt Boll. 

 

Where did Boll know this? The note was hidden in his cuff. If it was found out, he would be dead, and 

the future of the entire commoner elves would be ruined in his hands. 

 

As soon as he thought of this, Boll’s eyes showed a firm look. Facing a few noble elves guards who 

rushed over, Boll stumbled on the handlebar of the car pretending to be horrified. Er all. 

 

“damn it.” 

 

“asshole.” 

 



… 

 

The noble elf guard retreated quickly and hid aside. The elf captain felt unlucky, clutching his nose and 

cursing: “Idiot, why are you so stupid.” 

 

“I’m sorry, I’m sorry.” Ball quickly got up and apologized. The feces flowed across him, and even flies 

were attracted. He endured the nausea and used his hands to clean up the feces on the ground, but he 

got more and more messy. 

 

“Damn it.” The elf captain was disgusted and cursed: “Go down the mountain, let the other commoner 

elves clean up here.” 

 

“Hey, hey.” Boll ran down the mountain with all his excrement. 

 

At this time, it was the time when a large number of noble elves went up the mountain to call for the 

souls of Dido, when they saw Boll hiding on the mountains on both sides with disgust. 

 

Bol easily descended the mountain and came to the residential area of the commoner elves. All the 

commoner elves along the way saw him with sad and pity expressions on their faces. 

 

“What’s wrong with you?” 

 

“Hurry up and find a place to cleanse it.” 

 

“My house has hot water. Come to me.” 

 

… 

 

Boll felt that this was the home of the Elves. He smiled at the people around him and ran to the camp of 

Algaea. 

 



Algaea was at the door, seeing Boer’s appearance, his tears were rolling in his eyes, he gave Boer a hug, 

and he was covered in feces with him, and said: “Brother, thank you very much. NS.” 

 

“Captain, I brought things back.” Ball cried, and he wanted to push Algaea away. 

 

Algaea gave him a harder hug, and said, “Well done well, you won’t suffer in vain, wait for me to come 

back.” 

 

Ball nodded sharply. 

 

Algaea turned around and went back to the room, took out the communicator hidden in his armband, 

and sent the message to Lu Yang. At the same time, it also included the ranks and fighting styles of each 

guard elf. After that, Algaea walked out. Room, hugged Boll and went to take a bath. 

 

The other side. 

 

Lu Yang is discussing with White Lion and others how to quickly control the palace of the elves. There 

are four important defense locations. The first is the palace entrance, the second is the platforms on the 

second floor of the palace, and the third is the main hall. The guard in the backyard, the fourth one is 

the guard in the palace. 

 

“Now it’s almost time to know the specific number of people and their ranks. Once determined, we can 

easily beat them down.” White Lion said excitedly. 

 

“Dididi” 

 

Lu Yang’s phone rang, he picked it up and took a look, and said with a smile: “Algaea’s news is here, I’ll 

share it with you.” 

 

At the moment, he sent the news to Zhuo Jiu, White Lion, Zhou Tianming, and Love Half a Life. Algaea’s 

message was very comprehensive, and each person’s name and facial features were marked. 

 



Zhou Tianming smiled and said, “This news is too comprehensive.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Practice it.” 

 

“Yes.” Zhuojiu and Baishi said in unison, and then they led their teams to practice. 

 

The powerhouses of Tier 3 won’t have a problem without sleeping for a few days or nights. Mudjiu and 

White Lion took all of them to train for one night. By the early morning of the next day, the Beast Blood 

Warrior Legion was hidden in the transport vehicle. The Knights of Light continued to pretend to be the 

Master of Light, riding a fire lion to follow on both sides of the convoy. 

 

All the way forward, it only took eight hours for the team to reach the foggy area outside Baishan City. 

Before Xue Renyi jumped out of the car and shouted, several civilian elves came out in the fog. One of 

them was Boll. . 

 

Because he was too stinky, Boll was forbidden to return to the temple to do miscellaneous work, and 

could only report to the army. It happened that he was sent out of the city by the noble elves guarding 

the city. 

 

“Everyone, check it.” Bohr deliberately said loudly, but in fact these commoner elves were too lazy to 

check. This is the ninth time. The nobles of the elves treat the humans. Com is better than treating them 

like commoner elves. 

 

The defender Spur greeted these humans with a smile every time, and they were too lazy to check, and 

led the convoy into the mist listlessly. 

 

All the way to the gate of Baishan City, the city guard Spur was already standing at the gate. Seeing Xue 

Renyi who jumped out of the car, Spur said proudly: “Check in detail.” 

 

Xue Renyi quickly put the prepared gift into Spur’s hand, and said with a smile: “Your Excellency, why did 

you come down in person? It really flattered the villain. This is the top class liquor, which is better than 

the one you drank before. Those are good.” 

 



Spur’s eyes lit up, he received the gift in his arms, and said with satisfaction: “If you are interested, fast 

in and out, something happened to us.” 

 

“Don’t tell me.” Xue Renyi squeezed his eyes at Spur, and said: “Someone above wants to change 

something that is needed, so let us stay for a while, don’t ask who it is, it will be embarrassing to meet in 

the future.” 

 

Spur’s heart shrank, and he smiled and said, “You are doing great business, okay, listen to you, but as 

soon as possible.” 

 

The next batch of elves will be coming soon, Spur’s strength is low, and he may not be able to be a 

goalkeeper. He also needs to flatter him. 

 


